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(54) SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR AUTOMATED AIRPORT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES

(57) A system and methods for automated airport air
traffic control, which envisage: receiving one or more pa-
rameters associated with an aircraft, an airside object,
an airfield or an airport; calculating one or more routes
associated with the aircraft, with the airside object, with
the airfield or with the airport, in accordance with the pa-
rameters received and in accordance with at least one
routing criteria such as environment of the airport, per-
formance of the airside objector the airport, preference

of an operator of the aircraft or the airside object, air reg-
ulation, airport or airfield related restrictions, time to push-
back, fuel saving, optimize use of runway or taxiway or
junction in the airport or the airfield, and safety of the
aircraft or the airside object; and transmitting the routes
to the airside object, to the aircraft, or to a CWP (Con-
troller Working Position), in order to present the routes
on a dynamic map (DAM) or on the CWP.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention generally relates to the field of
Traffic Control Systems for aircrafts, and more particu-
larly to Airport Tower Traffic control Systems combining
control traffic of aircrafts both airborne and on the ground,
as well as vehicle movements within the airfield.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] As Air/Ground infrastructures, standards and
communication protocols for the aviation industry are be-
ing implemented by governing bodies such as EURO-
CONTROL (SESAR SWIM program) and FAA (NextGen
program).
[0003] Clearances, requests and directives to pilots re-
lating to airport movements operations, are only given or
received by a human controller, although the communi-
cation may involve technologies of radio, data commu-
nication, CPDLC units for relaying information and alike,
the human controller is the one that is making the decision
and administrating the commands or providing the clear-
ances.
[0004] Runway incursions, excursions, junction
hotspots and taxiway transgression are currently well
recognized as major safety issues at Airports. Runway
incursions and taxiway transgression usually involve an
inappropriate entry to a taxiway or runway and potentially
can result in unsafe separation between other aircrafts
or vehicles. As with any aviation accident or incident, the
casual chain of events leading to runway incursions and
unsafe taxiway transgression is complex. Current data
shows that these events include consequences such as:
takeoff or landing from a taxiway; takeoff or landing from
incorrect runway; turning onto incorrect taxiway; unau-
thorized takeoff or landing; unauthorized runway cross-
ing; unauthorized runway entry; and unauthorized taxi-
ing. Many occurrences of these events involve poor Pilot
approach or on-the-ground situational awareness that
has not been overcome by either current traffic controls
or Tower instructions. Furthermore, existing methods for
selecting Runways and taxi routing are typically useless
because they simply select the closest route.
[0005] There are two different systems for implement-
ing Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC)
for commercial aircraft. The first CPDLC system is re-
ferred to as the Future Air Navigation System (FANS),
or FANS CPDLC. FANS based programs are typically
implemented on an aircraft’s Flight Management Com-
puter (FMC), also referred to as the Flight Management
System (FMS), and communicate with Air Traffic Control
(ATC) stations using text based messages communicat-
ed over the Aircraft Communications Addressing and Re-
porting System (ACARS). The second CPDLC system
is implemented over the Aeronautical Telecommunica-
tion Network (ATN) via an aircraft’s Communication Man-

agement Function (CMF) and is commonly referred to
as ATN CPDLC. It is typical to consider the CPDLC Dis-
play unit (CPDLCDU) as the interface for communicating
with the Pilot.
[0006] Voice communication between ATC and pilots
typically use radio frequency (RF) in the frequency range
of 108MHz through 139MHz, the frequency range varies
between geographical areas and countries. It is typical
for each type of ATC operation to use a different frequen-
cy. It is typical to use a dedicated frequency for each area
of the airport in an airport with many taxiways or more
than one tower. It is also typical for a large airport or an
airport with several runways to use a dedicated frequency
for each runway or a set of runways. Two Types of ATC
operations related to the movement of aircraft within an
Airport, first, a Ground ATC, for moving aircraft to and
from the runway via taxiways, and, second, a Runway
ATC for all runway operations, including takeoff, landing
and crossings. It is common to consider both types of
ATC operations as a Tower ATC. In small airports, it is
typical for one single ATC to execute both Ground ATC
and Runway ATC operations.
[0007] One type of technology is used today by Airport
ATC to communicate commands and information with
Pilots. A Radio Frequency (RF) is used for voice com-
munication between ATC and Pilots where both Pilots
and the Controller speak on the same radio frequency.
[0008] Two types of CPDLC text messages are typi-
cally used in commercial aviation today. The first mes-
sage type is a downlink, typically used for sending aircraft
information to the ATC or Airline ground systems from
the onboard FANS or FMS, typically the data contains
aircraft operation data such as fuel level and route infor-
mation. The second message type is a bidirectional link,
typically used for communicating non-critical ATC mes-
sages between high-altitude ATC and the flight crew, typ-
ically over a CPDLC Display Unit, the data typically con-
tains altitude, vector clearances or routing information.
High-altitude ATC operations are typically known to be
managed by a Centre or En-route ATC.
[0009] In the USA, CPDLC is being tested for texting
messages for non-critical information or operations be-
tween ATC at Airports and Pilots.
[0010] In order to check if a landing gear is locked, the
ATC notifies the Pilot over the ATC radio frequency after
ATC looks with binoculars at the aircraft from the tower..
[0011] When an emergency situation is dispatched to
emergency personnel, the vehicles are routed strategi-
cally along runway points. The location of the vehicles is
not always close to the final resting place of the aircraft,
and sometimes may take the standard 5 minute response
time to reach the aircraft.
[0012] there are many tools, hardware and software
products assisting ATC with information for decision sup-
port and increasing efficiency, however, humans remain
as the highest probable cause for airport related safety
incidents. The rate of incidents is rising due to capacity
and controller workload conditions.
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[0013] One type of controller protocol is used for syn-
chronizing departure requests between a Tower ATC
with Departure ATC, a Tower ATC manually requests a
"request-release" from departures ATC, and a flight will
only be cleared for takeoff if a "released" is manually sent
back from the departures ATC.
[0014] One type of technology is used for sending in-
formation to pilots related to airport changes such as
closed taxiways, are available as a recorded message ,
and the controller requests the pilot to know the changes,
and the pilot acknowledges once he has heard the infor-
mation by declaring "we have BRAVO", the controller
then knows the pilot understands the information and
changes affecting the Airport.
[0015] Two types of technology are used for ATC to
assign taxi routes, One type is where an ATC verbally
instructs a pilot of an aircraft to use a taxi route at an
airport. The taxi route may be from any point within the
airport to another. The second type is where an air traffic
controller selects an aircraft on a display and assigns it
a route, the route is then sent via uplink communication
to onboard display, and the Pilot needs to confirm, reject
or modify the sent route.
[0016] There are many types of route and taxiway dis-
play apparatuses and schemes, each providing certain
information, or perspective, which are manually pre-
scribed either by a controller or pilot, or provide partial
functionality at best. Several types of common technol-
ogies provide some features, such as controller selected
routes or segments, pilot approved and rejected routes,
manual route or taxi entries, manual inputs, route selec-
tions, progressive taxi instructions, a dynamic map with
perspective of the aircraft itself without other surrounding
traffic or no map at all, nor the calculations for how long
each route or route segment would take.
[0017] In order to ensure an aircraft is in a safe distance
from or after clearing a junction or from other aircrafts,
ATC informs the pilot on the radio frequency to stop or
move the aircraft.
[0018] Communication of operational directives, clear-
ances and information in International airports is done in
English to bridge between all cultures and accents.
[0019] One type of technology is used for providing
operational information to pilots, depending on the oper-
ation, such as winds, crossing traffic, turbulence warn-
ings, initial climb altitude, breaking action, birds, and
alike.
[0020] Several types of technologies are used to con-
trol an aircraft if hijacked, one type of technology requires
an onboard air marshal to switch off the autopilot and
gain control back of the aircraft. Another type of technol-
ogy contains several emergency routes to be executed
by the autopilot.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0021] Glossary:

ACARS: Aircraft Communications Addressing and
Reporting System
A-CDM: Airport Collaborative Decision Making
ADSB: Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broad-
cast
AFL: Airfield Lighting
AGC: Air/Ground Communication (bidirectional)
aircraft: Any airborne enabled object with a UAV,
RPAS, PAV, flying vehicle/car(s) or autonomous air-
crafts, able to receive and send control messages
airfield: An area specific for aviation and supporting
vehicles and including but not limited to service and
maintenance
airport: An airfield associated with arrival or depar-
ture operations affecting an airfield or its runways
and associated areas up to 18,000 feet in height to
include descends for landing and climb for takeoffs.
airside crew: robot, human, or automated machine
within the airside performing duties related to airside
operations
airside object: any aircraft, vehicle or device worn by
a human within the airfield
Alert: Audible sound or a visual cue or a visual de-
piction, or a visual highlight of a certain area
ALSF: Approach Lighting System with Sequenced
Flashing Lights
AMS: Airport Management Software
APRD: Aircraft Position Reporting Devices
APRS: Aircraft Position Reporting Sensors
assigned task: tasks normally handled by mainte-
nance crew but not limited to: snow removal, FOD
maintenance and the like
ATC: Air Traffic Control, the ground and/or tower
control function and/or the controller function within
the tower
ATN: Aeronautical Telecommunication Network
automatic/ automated: performance of a process
without required intervention once triggered
autonomous: self-determining mechanism trigger-
ing automatic processes available taxiway/run-
way/junction/gate: A taxiway clear of traffic for a suf-
ficient period of time and can be used in all direction
CANSO: Association of Global Air Navigation Serv-
ice Providers
CCS: Cockpit Computer System
CMF: Communication Management Function
control message: any control message sent or re-
ceived between ground and aircraft or ground and
airside object
CPDLC: Controller Pilot Data Link Communications
CPDLCDU: CPDLC Display unit
crossings: Any given point that can be crossed
CWP: Controller working position, that could be lo-
cated at tower, remote tower, back up control room,
or remote control room displaying information and
allowing selection
DAM: Dynamic map - solution provided by IATAS
installed on aircraft tablet within the flight-deck or
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airside vehicle driver and/or pilots PDA device exe-
cuting control messages and displaying menus and
continuous pictures of surroundings area and infor-
mation pertaining to each current or future operation
data: Control message, text message, ASCII code,
binary, images or any type of graphic, alert, audio
stream
DH: Decision height for landing or missed approach
/ go-around
EAS: Emergency Announcement System
EDM: Emergency Dispatch Module
environment: clouds, precipitation, snow, temper-
ature, air pressure and/or winds and/or gusts and/or
windshears at different altitudes
FAA: Federal Aviation Administration (U.S. aviation
regulator)
FANS: Future Air Navigation System
FMC: Flight Management Computer
FMS: Flight Management System
FOD: Foreign object debris
gate: a position within an airfield for passengers to
embark or disembark an aircraft, including stands,
gates and terminals exits leading to aircrafts
GBCE: ground-based communication equipment
GPS: Global positioning satellite
HUD: Head-up display within aircraft cockpit or
RPAS workstation
ICM: Interactive Controller Module
image streaming camera: A camera sending im-
age frames at high speed of frames per second
Incursion: Any occurrence at an aerodrome involving
the incorrect presence of an aircraft, vehicle, or per-
son on the protected area of a surface designated
for the landing, takeoff or taxiing of aircraft
junction: An intersection of any combination of tax-
iways and/or runway. In the air a junction refers to a
FIX or NAVAID
LGRC: Landing Gear Reporting Cameras
MDC: movement detection cameras
NOTAM: notice to airmen
object: A material thing that can be seen and
touched.
operator: a human or robot or autonomous device
operating an aircraft of any type or any type of airside
vehicle or any type of airside object
operation: Taxiing, crossing, lineup, takeoff, land-
ing, entering, stopping, clearing, climbing, slowing,
speeding up, descending, turning, holding, push-
back, rolling, attaching, detaching, following, dock-
ing, undocking, fueling, recharging
pilot: any operator within a cockpit, or remotely con-
trolling an airside object
RF: radio frequency
RNAV: IFR navigation utilizing GPS
route: A sequence of several taxiways and/or junc-
tions and/or crossings and/or holding positions
and/or gates within or near the airport. A route may
also be in the air where it comprised of altitudes,

speeds, holding patterns, points such as NAVAID,
GPS routes, airways and the like. A route may also
include the runway for taking off and/or runway for
landing.
RPAS: Remotely Piloted Aircraft System
runway: A paved section used mostly for takeoffs
and landings by aircrafts
runway operation: Operations of aircraft and/or ve-
hicles and/or humans located on the runway
SAMM: Strategic Airline Monitoring Module
selection menu: a list consisting of multiple items to
be chosen/ selected by an operator
sensor: Physical sensor, or satellite data with posi-
tion information replacing measurement or function-
ality of said sensor
sequencing: The decision of priority depending on
operation
signal: a frequency sent from a transmitter device
to a receiver
SMGCS: Advanced Surface Movement Guidance &
Control System
taxiway: A paved section between 2 points to be
used by aircrafts and airside vehicles
TD: Touch down
UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle
vehicles: Any form of car, truck, including ambu-
lance, fire and police
wake areas: areas affected by wake affecting oper-
ations of other objects
wake dissipation: the weakening rate, position and
strength of turbulence generated by an aircraft
WCL: wireless communication link

[0022] The following discusses various aspects or Air
Traffic Control (ATC) in airports within the scope of this
invention, particularly in the areas of ATC operations re-
lating to at or an airport or airside or any of their associ-
ated operations. The aspects are discussed in the form
of problems, with provided solutions within the scope of
this invention.
[0023] First problem dealt with by the present disclo-
sure relates to the large amount of repetitive and manual
routine calculations, logic and operations performed by
ATC, requiring constant awareness and high level of skill
in adherence to rules, precision in timing and error-free
multitasking, with low or no visibility to see out of the
tower in severe weather and bad runway conditions and,
the need to control and monitor multiple aircrafts with
different operations or stages of flight, including holding
patterns, holding short for a landing prior to lineup for
takeoff, lining up for a takeoff on the runway, rolling for
takeoff, aborting a takeoff, contacting departure, on a fi-
nal approach for landing, Missed Approach or go-around,
clearing the threshold area so another aircraft can line
up for a takeoff, exiting or crossing the runway, moving
and following and waiting on taxiways and taxiway cross-
ings, closing and opening runways, dispatching emer-
gency vehicles and personnel in case of emergency,
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closing and diverting aircraft in case of emergency or
FOD clearing operations.
[0024] The second problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the inability of a tower ATC to remotely ac-
tivate a go-around or missed approach procedure.
[0025] The third problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is that pilots do not have complete and updated
information associated to their operation within an aero-
drome.
[0026] The forth problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is the inability to efficiently control an aircraft from
the ground if it was hijacked or is off-course, or pilots lost
control.
[0027] The fifth problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is the dangers and safety issues resulting from
call-sign similarities where Pilots execute ATC orders
that were not directed to them, for example, ATC will
issue "AC4554 follow company to 18L and hold short",
but due to the similarity, the Pilot of AC4454 may mis-
takenly execute command. At times, the AC4454 aircraft
will provide a read-back, and the AC4554 aircraft will as-
sume the command was for AC4454. ATC does not al-
ways notice the read-back was from the wrong aircraft.
There are three types of aircraft call-sign similarities. First
type is similar flight numbers for the same Airline opera-
tor, for example, AC4554 and AC4454. Second type is
different airline operators with same or similar flight num-
bers, for example, AA4554 and AC4554, and third, is
different airline operators with similar flight numbers, for
example AA4554 and AC4454.
[0028] The sixth problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is the time taken on the ATC frequency due to
Pilot read-back operations. The time typically increases
in two cases, first, when the flight-crew and ATC differ in
speech, language or dialect, and second, when ATC pro-
vides many parameters within the ATC command to be
repeated by the Pilot’s read-back. In most cases, Pilots
typically request a "say again" and ATC will repeat either
the whole command or some of the parameters, this in-
creases the frequency time, time of ATC and Pilot by
over thirty percent.
[0029] The seventh problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the limitation and congestion of runway ATC
frequency due to the large amount of data given to flight
crew during the clearance of a takeoff or landing, for ex-
ample, ATC typically issues a landing clearance with
wake turbulence advisory from previous aircraft opera-
tion on the runway, winds, exit to take after the landing
and the new ATC frequency for Ground ATC, and, pos-
sibly runway condition with reported breaking action dur-
ing bad weather conditions.
[0030] The eighth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the static nature of the information given by
ATC during a takeoff and landing operation, which is not
updated during the operation, for example, after an air-
craft is issued a landing clearance by ATC with the wind
direction and speed information during gusting wind con-
ditions, the wind speed increases and the wind direction

suddenly changes, the initial information given by ATC
with the landing clearance is no longer valid and may
become a hazard to aircraft safety.
[0031] The ninth problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is the congestion of the ATC frequency for issuing
routine runway exit instructions and ATC frequency
change as the aircraft enters the area of another ATC.
This also may include the different directives from the
previous controller to the new controller, as each control-
ler has their own mandate and way of controlling their
area.
[0032] The tenth problem dealt with by the present dis-
closure is that any changes made by ATC after the clear-
ance given at the gate force the flight crew to manually
change the relevant onboard FMS [130] and/or CPDL-
CDU [140] to reflect any changes assigned by ATC, for
example: the flight crew received a clearance at the gate
to depart through a particular RNAV SID from a particular
runway, but ATC reassigned a new runway for takeoff
with a different departure RNAV, this situation forces the
flight crew to re-enter data to the relevant FMS [130]
and/or CPDLCDU [140], thus raising the probability of
human error during the entry, lowering overall airport
safety as the flight may be delayed on the runway and,
directly affects nearby aircraft and associated airport op-
erations.
[0033] The eleventh problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the inability to automatically ground all air-
borne traffic and halt all airport operations in case of a
terrorist attack or other security concern at any geograph-
ical area having air navigation service coverage.
[0034] The twelfth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure if the aircraft landing gear mechanism may
not be locked prior to a landing, and, a controller may not
be able to see or reliably assess from the tower if the
landing gear is locked due to several visibility conditions
and contributing factors, such as fog, smog, dust, low
cloud formation, precipitation, brightness of the sun, or
darkness at night.
[0035] The thirteenth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is when a runway closes due to a sudden
emergency, and all landing traffic on final approach must
be diverted to another runway or even another airport.
In the event of an emergency, the controller workload is
increased substantially, as many tasks must be per-
formed, such as dispatching emergency vehicles and
personnel to the area of incident, relaying the information
to ground and arrival controllers to divert additional traffic
to and from the runway. In addition, the controller must
notify all aircraft on their final approach to execute a go-
around or missed approach.
[0036] The fourteenth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the large waste of fuel due to inef-
ficient taxiway routes and waiting in intersections, chang-
ing taxi speeds and holding for takeoff on the runway.
[0037] The fifteenth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the inability of maximizing the number of
runway takeoff operations per runway due to human lim-
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itations in calculating the length of runway and time need-
ed for a takeoff rollout for each aircraft type.
[0038] The sixteenth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the issues of radio frequency jams created
by unauthorized radio stations operating on the ATC ra-
dio frequency so neither ATC nor Pilots can efficiently
talk on the frequency.
[0039] The seventeenth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the inability to efficiently balance
future takeoff operations between several runways.
[0040] The eighteenth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is that expedite instructions by ATC
to pilots may not be executed by the pilot in time the
controller expected it to be, whereby the expedite oper-
ation is affecting the overall safety of the area of the op-
eration as well as other areas that may be associated to
that operation. This is the highest safety problems in air-
ports today, especially associated to runway crossing op-
erations at very busy airports, as many incidents are reg-
istered at an alerting rate.
[0041] The nineteenth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the information, notification and
warnings given by ATC with a takeoff or landing clear-
ance over the radio frequency. The information is only
provided once and is not available to the flight crew at all
times. In addition, the repetitive information such as
winds, runway conditions and breaking action waste ra-
dio frequency time.
[0042] The twentieth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the lack of situational awareness of a Pilot
in regards to surrounding traffic and associated airport
operations that may affect the current or next operation.
Pilots rely on what is being said over the radio frequency,
and a combination of speed and language barriers may
reduce pilot situational awareness.
[0043] The twenty first problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the high manual workload involved
in coordinating takeoffs between Tower and departures
ATC positions, where each flight needs to be approved
manually by the departures ATC prior to a takeoff clear-
ance.
[0044] The twenty second problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the high manual workload of tower
controller for compiling data from vast number of decision
support tools and systems, to make a decision. In es-
sence, the workload is reduced, but the time required to
make a decision by a controller may take longer due to
the number of inputs that are taken into account. As a
direct result, a controller looks at the decision support
screens more than before, and, less time is available to
look at the conditions outside the tower. Also as a direct
result, the controller will lose situational awareness of
other aircraft traffic, and is one of the primary reasons in
the ride of safety associated incidents at airports in recent
times.
[0045] The twenty third problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the inability to control aircraft re-
sponding poorly to an expedite directive, or not fully clear-

ing an intersection or junctions.
[0046] The twenty forth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the time it takes for emergency ve-
hicles to reach an emergency aircraft after a landing,
whereby standards provide 5 minute response time, yet,
smoke in an aircraft spreads in less than 2 minutes.
[0047] The twenty fifth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the lack of information available to
a pilot to make a go-around decision when the risk of
overshooting the runway when over the TD too high and
too fast, especially due to bad runway conditions and
breaking action.
[0048] The twenty sixth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the repetitive information given by
tower controller to each departing or arriving aircraft,
such as altimeter settings or winds.
[0049] The twenty seventh problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the inefficiency and incompleteness
of the process of Controller-Pilot negotiations of taxi
routes between two points within an airport, as described
in patents US08401775 and US 20100198489A1, it is
also common for ATC to repeat the same process to mul-
tiple aircrafts within the same day that have to taxi from
the same two points, such as several departing flights
from the same terminal taxiing to the same departing
runway which is the most common scenario in most In-
ternational airports.
[0050] The twenty eighth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is that FOD still requires the manual
closure of a runway or taxiway by ATC, and traffic divert-
ed, thus lowering the overall airport capacity.
[0051] The twenty ninth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is the lack of common interface be-
tween systems relating to aerodrome operations and as-
sociated data.
[0052] The thirtieth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is that taxi route calculations do not provide
the best possible taxi route between two points.
[0053] The thirty first problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is that aircraft crossing junctions and runways
may stop after the junction, while not completing the op-
eration to be in a safe distance from the junction.
[0054] The thirty second problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is that no known existing art nor im-
plementations nor current patent applications nor grant-
ed patents providing pilots with complete information dur-
ing airport operations that directly affect fuel costs, airport
safety, capacity and efficiency, including US7813845 B1
and the earlier US2004/0006412A1,
US2008/0270020A1, US2011/0196599A1,
WO2006125725A1, US8242950B2, US8424472B2,
US7974773B1, US8180562B2 and the earlier
2009/0306887A1, US8599045B2, US2009/0306887,
2013/0201037A1, EP2506237A1, US79999699B2,
US2011/0313645A1, US7737867B2, US8373579B2,
EP2259245A2,US2003/0045994A1, US7933714B2,
7343229B1, US6751545B2, US2012/0158277A1,
US8401775B2, US2009/0051570A1, US7109889B2,
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US7813845B2, US8594916B2, US8290643B2,
US7706973B2, EP2533014A1, US8386167B2,
US7567187B2, US8560214B2, US8560214B1,
US2012/0253649A1, US7860641B2, US8280618B2
and earlier US2011/0196599A1 as well as the known
common set of patents of US2004/0225432A1 and the
earlier US6751545B2, and the earlier US6314363 and
the earlier US5867804 and the earlier US5548515
[0055] The thirty third problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the lack of pilot situational awareness.
[0056] The thirty forth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the lack of awareness and control a pilot
has at or near the sleeve at the terminal gate. Relying on
human ground personnel to provide with signals for
thrusts and maneuvering. It is a known problem that the
ground personnel make mistakes with several incidents
that prove the need for a solution
[0057] The thirty fifth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is inability to ground multiple airborne aircraft
efficiently, in case of area emergency such as September
11.
[0058] The thirty sixth problem dealt with by the present
disclosure is the workload and coordination efforts re-
quired to close a runway for maintenance, directly im-
pacting overall airport capacity and operational delays.
[0059] The thirty seventh problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is lack of pilot response time to ATC
commands, lowering the airport capacity.
[0060] The thirty eighth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is lack of situational awareness a pilot
encounters within an airport especially during runway
and taxi operations.
[0061] The thirty ninth problem dealt with by the
present disclosure is lack of information from an aircraft,
especially regarding cockpit operations, especially flight
information, cockpit conversations between pilots during
emergency situations requiring replication and/or play-
back for safety and investigative authorities.
[0062] The fortieth problem dealt with by this disclosure
is the congestions on the taxiways and junctions due to
the lack of optimization of pushback timing from multiple
gates and stands.
[0063] The forty first problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the waste of taxi times and fuel to the runway.
[0064] The forty second problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that at most airports around the world, taxiing
priority is given on a first-come first-serve basis.
[0065] The forty third problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that taxi speeds are not assigned nor static and
precious fuel is wasted at each junction due to inefficient
taxi speed management of multiple aircrafts without the
need to stop.
[0066] The forty forth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that controllers repeatedly use the same routes
for aircrafts inefficiently and repeat saying the route in-
structions.
[0067] The forty fifth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that the pilot does not always have updated infor-

mation associated to braking action relevant for the air-
craft type flown.
[0068] The forty sixth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that the pilot does not have sufficient information
to make proper DH (decision height) in poor braking or
poor runway conditions by using onboard equipment.
[0069] The forty seventh problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that the pilot does not have the information for
the fastest routes available to gate from the runway after
landing.
[0070] The forty eighth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that there is no way to externally marshal air-
craft brakes in case the aircraft is entering a restricted
area, making a wrong turn, not abiding to assigned
routes, or not stopping at junctions and the alike.
[0071] The forty ninth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that a pilot does not have any way to select
from fastest routes from gate to runway or vice versa.
[0072] The fiftieth problem dealt with by this disclosure
is that the congestion at most medium and large airports
increase delays and fuel costs.
[0073] The fifty first problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that the congestion at most medium and large
airports decreases safety.
[0074] The fifty second problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that the congestion at most medium and large
airports decreases efficiency and capacity.
[0075] The fifty third problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that there is no physical mean to stop incursions.
[0076] The fifty forth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that incursions are sometimes unobserved by
ATC or by pilots without early warnings for all stakehold-
ers.
[0077] The fifty fifth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that wake separation does not account for the
combination of crosswinds and multiple dependent op-
erations Solution
[0078] The fifty sixth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that Pilots may not adhere to the given routing
instructions.
[0079] The fifty seventh problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that real-time operating conditions are not
readily available to pilots, unless provided by controllers.
[0080] The fifty eighth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that static maps by pilots aboard the aircraft
and where actual applicable and closed runways, taxi-
ways and junctions are given in periodical updates but
not real time.
[0081] The fifty ninth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that the liability of visual separation is wrongly
transferred from the controller to the pilots when it should
remain the controller’s obligation, especially when given
cleared to land or cleared for takeoff.
[0082] The sixtieth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the need for ATC to confirm front gear lock for
every aircraft when time permits.
[0083] The sixty first problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the lack of all-weather , zero-visibility situational
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awareness of vehicle drivers and airside personnel.
[0084] The sixty second problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is the lack of scheduling slots for airside mainte-
nance, causing runway closures for long periods.
[0085] The sixty third problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the inability for ATC to effectively provide ATC
services in all-weather or zero visibility conditions.
[0086] The sixty forth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the fatigue and declined attention span of control-
ler s due to the constant monitoring and processing of
data from numerous screens and gages that provide op-
erational information.
[0087] The sixty fifth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is that there is no known technical solution providing
a single and unified system for controlling multiple run-
ways at an airport served by multiple towers.
[0088] The sixty sixth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is there is no technical solution that provides stack-
able redundant backups either locally at each airport or
remotely.
[0089] The sixty seventh problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is there is no technical solution allowing an au-
tomated control or a single controller to provide ATC serv-
ices for multiple towers at multiple airports.
[0090] The sixty eighth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that a human departures controller makes mis-
takes and is limited in human capacity in providing re-
quest release with departure climb, heading and time
slotting assignment per flight, spanning on multiple run-
ways at multiple airports.
[0091] The sixty ninth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that approach controller uses static wake sep-
aration model to separate arrivals for final approach.
[0092] The seventieth first problem dealt with by this
disclosure is that the English spoken by a controller may
not be understood by pilots due to dialect or strong ac-
cent.
[0093] The seventy first problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is there is no standalone system allowing pilots
to see traffic and operational conditions at airports in bad
or zero visibility conditions.
[0094] The seventy second problem dealt with by this
disclosure is that ATC recording equipment is separate
from SMGCS systems and is prone to loss of data.
[0095] The seventy Third problem dealt with by this
disclosure is that gate and stand scheduling and assign-
ments are mostly manual, inefficient and erroneous, even
if an A-CDM is present at the airport.
[0096] The seventy forth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is that there is no technical solution for solving a
loss in voice communication between controller and a
pilot.
[0097] The seventy fifth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is the lack of knowledge of bird associated infor-
mation to the pilot, and is sometimes provided by a con-
troller.
[0098] The seventy sixth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is the inability to safely and effectively control the

movements (such as speed, altitude height, heading, de-
scent, climb, vector and the like) of aircrafts having au-
tonomous flying capabilities (such as aircraft, RPAS,
UAV, drones and the alike) at or nearby an airport.
[0099] The seventy seventh problem dealt with by this
disclosure is the decreasing number of pilots and the rise
of physical aircrafts, with the future of autonomous or
remote controlled commercial and cargo flights.
[0100] The seventy eighth problem dealt with by this
disclosure is the inability for an airport to efficiently op-
erate as the number of qualified controller s is declining,
or, during controller strikes.
[0101] The seventy ninth problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is the inability of remote piloted aircrafts and other
remotely controlled aircrafts, to interact with an ATC sys-
tem for airports.
[0102] The eightieth problem dealt with by this disclo-
sure is the ineffective way to switch between active run-
way configurations as winds change or due to emergen-
cies.
[0103] The eighty first problem dealt with by this dis-
closure is the inefficient and error prone process between
Controllers and pilots for clearance delivery prior to push-
back. Today, the process includes filing a flight plan at
an airport pilot facility periodic with weather maps and
models, then once in the cockpit prior to pushback, the
controller issues a clearance delivery for the pilot to read-
back and enter to the FMS. The delivery, confirmation
and entry process to the FMS pose many language and
accent barrier issues, waste of resources from both Con-
trollers and pilots.
[0104] Embodiments of the invention provide a stan-
dalone automated Air Traffic Control (ATC) system for
managing airport operations at any airport or airside or
its nearby area, for all aircrafts and vehicles, by listening
to pilots over the ATC radio frequency, communicating
data to aircraft avionics and through text or graphical-
based mapping over some type of CPDLC for Pilot
interaction , or, through existing air/ground communica-
tion infrastructure with onboard computer via touch-
screen or HUD while saying the commands and informa-
tion through a speaker in pilot preferred language.
[0105] Embodiments of the invention use ATC radio
frequency for sending ATC voice commands to all air-
crafts on the frequency, and recognizing Pilot’s voice for
requests and responses to commands.
[0106] Embodiments of the invention use automated
information updates to a pilot during takeoff and landing
operations in the form of text or pictures.
[0107] Embodiments of the invention use identification
and avoidance congestions on taxiways, junctions and
hotspots when assigning routing for taxiing to and from
a runway.
[0108] Embodiments of the invention use optimization
for runway and taxiway operations for lowering delays.
[0109] Embodiments of the invention maximize the
number of takeoff operations for any long runway by al-
lowing more aircrafts to safely takeoff from junctions in-
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stead of the initial lineup position at the start of the run-
way.
[0110] Embodiments of the invention automatically
balance workloads of takeoff operations on multiple run-
ways.
[0111] Embodiments of the invention allow Pilots to se-
lect preferred runways, runway exits and fastest routes
for taxiing to and from runways.
[0112] Embodiments of the invention provide a notifi-
cation to flight crew when the front landing gear is not
locked prior to a landing operation.
[0113] Embodiments of the invention send control
messages between the system and aircraft avionics. The
Control Messages are used to both communicate with
the flight crew and communicate with the avionics aboard
the aircraft.
[0114] Embodiments of the invention provide a system
for triggering the autopilot of an aircraft and sending com-
mands directly to the FMS for the aircraft to execute. The
autopilot trigger is turned on in case of hijack, distress,
or when aircraft deviates from its flight plan.
[0115] Embodiments of the invention provide an auto-
mated method to ground all airborne aircraft at any given
airspace.
[0116] Embodiments of the invention use data com-
munication for reducing the reliance of radio frequency
as the primary medium for ATC services.
[0117] Embodiments of the invention automatically si-
multaneously manage and synchronize operations on
multiple runways.
[0118] Embodiments of the invention automate the
handoff operations with Ground ATC, Departure ATC
and Arrivals ATC.
[0119] Embodiments of the invention automatically
flash the runway lights to notify the Pilot of a landing air-
craft when the Runway or airport is closed.
[0120] Embodiments of the invention automatically
flash the runway exit lights for a landing aircraft to direct
the Pilot where to exit and lower human errors. The flash-
ing exit AFL (airfield lighting) [10] also operate at every
taxiway junction.
[0121] Embodiments of the invention trigger aircraft
breaks when an aircraft is taking a wrong turn at a junction
or aircraft continues past a hold short bar. The objective
can be induced automatically or manually by a Tow-
er/Ground controller.
[0122] Embodiments of the invention directly lower fuel
costs during taxiway operations.
[0123] Embodiments of the invention record and retain
all data from all airport sensors, all image data from cam-
eras located at or nearby the airport, all data and voice
from cockpits of all aircraft at or nearby the airport that
are normally sent to each aircraft’s black-box, all com-
mands and displayed images onboard the dynamic map
interface for each aircraft at or nearby the airport, all data
displayed on CPDLC for each aircraft at or nearby the
airport, all relevant data provided by external systems
interacting with the system.

[0124] Embodiments of the invention allow controllers
to manage settings and preferences to be used by the
system for preferred taxi routes, runway and airport ca-
pacity, emergency response, handoff with other control-
lers and alike.
[0125] Embodiments of the invention warn a pilot to
go-around when the landing aircraft may overshoot a run-
way due to current runway conditions, breaking action,
aircraft altitude and speed.
[0126] Embodiments of the invention calculate future
weather and associated airport capacity based on col-
lected weather-associated data from aircrafts systems
at or nearby an airport.
[0127] Embodiments of the invention notify emergency
personnel of aircraft emergency situation with aircraft da-
ta and fastest route to take to the anticipated final resting
position of the aircraft.
[0128] Embodiments of the invention re-route all air-
crafts affected by emergency situation or hotspots or
ground-traffic congestions to the best possible route for
aircraft desired operation.
[0129] Embodiments of the invention share and inter-
change data with Airport collaborative decision making
systems, Airport Operations Centers, Flow centers, ATM
centers and network operation Centers.
[0130] Embodiments of the invention ensure the effi-
cient selection of taxi routes to and from different loca-
tions within an airport
[0131] Embodiments of the invention communicate da-
ta with other external systems by using system embod-
iments and implementations to standards in protocols
and framework for data interchange set by EUROCON-
TROL SESAR SWIM framework and alike.
[0132] Embodiments of the invention control the en-
gines and steering of the aircraft when the pilot has not
cleared the junction for other safe operations, where the
system will communicate to the aircraft power controls
and steering controls and break control system, to pro-
duce the proper power and steering and break combina-
tion required for the aircraft to be in safe distance from
the junction.
[0133] Embodiments of the invention provide a pilot a
selection list of available routes, with time for each route,
with optional progressive taxiing, or a complete taxi route.
All options will include estimated total time for taxi to des-
tination from current location
[0134] Embodiments of the invention provide a pilot
better situational awareness and overall airport safety,
through the display of distance until a junction, or a turn
to be taken
[0135] Embodiments of the invention provide a pilot
better situational awareness through the ability to set
measurement preferences for distances, speeds and
alike, such as meters and feet, km and miles, kph and
mph, and alike
[0136] Embodiments of the invention provide a pilot
better situational awareness through the ability to set a
view or satellite image of the airport, or an airport dia-
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gram, as some pilots are more oriented to satellite images
[0137] Embodiments of the invention pilot better situ-
ational awareness and increase security within designat-
ed areas, provide a visual and audible warning to the
pilot when in the direction nearing a restricted airport ar-
ea. If the aircraft is too close and remains on course to
the restricted area, security personnel are dispatched
and a warning is also displayed and heard by the admin-
istrating tower controller.
[0138] Embodiments of the invention provide a pilot
better visual representation of the surface and gate
sleeve to make better gate maneuvering decisions during
taxi operations such as pushback and alike.
[0139] Embodiments of the invention reduce operating
costs for air navigation service operators, associated in
direct costs of highly skilled labor, training and system
overheads, by reducing the amount of controller work-
load, and thus reduce the number of Controllers needed
at the tower at any given time.
[0140] Embodiments of the invention provide all airside
personnel and vehicles with a handheld device, providing
personnel the same functionality for maximized situation-
al awareness and taxi routing, with the additional func-
tionality of requesting to a maintenance window or to im-
mediately close or open any runway, taxiway, junction or
area for maintenance or security reasons, such as debris
removal and replacing AFL (airfield lighting).
[0141] The system includes a Server [300], Landing
Gear Reporting Cameras (LGRC) [355], Weather sen-
sors [356] including but not limited to Anemometers, Al-
timeters, clouds, precipitation/rainfall and the like, Air-
craft Position Reporting Sensors (APRS) [353] and
Movement Detection Cameras (MDC) [354]. In addition,
the computer programs associated with the system in-
clude Airport Management Software (AMS) [320], an In-
teractive Controller Module (ICM) [330], Emergency Dis-
patch Module (EDM) [331] with an Emergency An-
nouncement System (EAS) [340], and, a Strategic Airline
Monitoring Module (SAMM) [339].
[0142] The system uses the following equipment and
technologies for communicating with aircrafts and Pilots:
a wireless communication link (WCL) [600]; ground-
based communication equipment (GBCE) [310]; aircraft
CPDLC communication unit [110]; aircraft FANS com-
munications unit [120]; aircraft Flight Management Sys-
tem (FMS) [130]; aircraft CPDLC Display Unit (CPDL-
CDU) [140]; an aircraft Autopilot [150]; various Aircraft
Position Reporting Devices (APRD) [350] including: input
from external systems, Radar [351] and GPS [352]. In
addition the said CPDLCDU [140] and associated infra-
structure embodiment and implementation, another em-
bodiment of the system may also use equipment and
infrastructure consisting of a Dynamic Map (DAM) [161]
executed on a Cockpit Computer System (CCS) [160] to
provide seamless bidirectional interface between Pilot
and flight crews with the AMS [320] via DAM [161] running
on CCS [160] linked via any type of Air/Ground commu-
nication supporting infrastructures [610], such as Satel-

lite, Wi-Fi, Cellular and the alike.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0143]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the hardware, com-
puters and devices used by the system, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a diagram that further illustrates the uplink
and downlink data flow between the Server [300] and
each of the communication systems aboard the air-
craft [100], in accordance with an example embodi-
ment.
FIG. 3a illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in sending
a Control Message to FANS or FMS or CPDLCU
[140] for processing , in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 3b illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in sending
a Control Message to DAM [161], in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of the data com-
munication in methods involved in sending a Control
Message between the AMS [320] and the various
onboard aircraft equipment [110,120,130,140,150],
in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 5 lists an example of Control Messages sent to
the aircraft [100] by the AMS [320], in accordance
with an example embodiment. The example embod-
iment showing CPDLCDU [140] also refers to control
messages supported by DAM [161].
FIG. 6 lists an example of incoming Control Messag-
es sent from the various onboard aircraft equipment
[110,120,130,140,150,160] to the AMS [320], in ac-
cordance with an example embodiment. The exam-
ple embodiment showing CPDLCDU [140] also re-
fers to control messages supported by DAM [161].
FIG. 7 lists an example of ATC commands proc-
essed by the AMS [320] as voice commands over
the ATC radio frequency, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 8 illustrates an example of locations for all types
of Aircraft Position Reporting Device (APRD) [350],
Movement Detection Cameras (MDC) [354] and
Landing Gear Reporting Cameras (LGRC) [355] in
relation to a Runways and taxiways, used by the
AMS [320] for updating the aircraft locations data-
base [1010], in accordance with an example embod-
iment.
FIG. 9 illustrates an example of network topology for
an Airport with Server [300] connectivity with ICM
[330], EDM [331] and SAMM [339], in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 10 illustrates the relationships between the var-
ious databases used by AMS [320], in accordance
with an example embodiment.
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FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issuing
a "lineup and wait" ATC command to an aircraft, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 12 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issuing
a takeoff clearance ATC command to an aircraft, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issuing
a landing clearance ATC command to an aircraft, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 14 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in updating
CPDLCDU [140] or DAM [161] while an aircraft is
rolling during a takeoff operation [320] with the pos-
sibility the takeoff will be aborted, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 15 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in updating
CPDLCDU [140] or DAM [161] while an aircraft is
breaking during a landing operation, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 16 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with man-
aging a Go-Around or Missed Approach, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 17 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with ac-
cepting an aircraft handoff from Approach ATC, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 18 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with an
aircraft handoff operation to Departure ATC, in ac-
cordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 19 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with au-
tomatically accepting an aircraft handoff from
Ground ATC, in accordance with an example em-
bodiment.
FIG. 20 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with an
aircraft handoff operation to Ground ATC, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 21 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in Timing
runway crossings during landing operations, in ac-
cordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 22 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in simul-
taneously managing multiple runway operations, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 23 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with pre-
dicting taxiway congestions and hotspots, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 24 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in avoiding

congested taxiways and hotspot crossings when as-
signing routing to and from a runway, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 25 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] to maximize takeoff
operations on long runways, in accordance with an
example embodiment.
FIG. 26 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issuing
a turbulence advisory during landing or takeoff clear-
ance, in accordance with an example embodiment,
FIG. 27 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS for displaying ATC com-
mands and allowing Pilot confirmation through the
CPDLCDU [140] or DAM [161], in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 28 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] to automatically
recognize and reply to Pilot requests over ATC voice
frequency, in accordance with an example embodi-
ment.
FIG. 29 lists an example of the recognized Pilot re-
quests and responses over existing ATC voice fre-
quency supported by the system, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 30 illustrates the location of the exit flashing
AFL (airfield lighting) [10] to notify a Pilot where to
exit the runway, in accordance with an example em-
bodiment.
FIG. 31 illustrates the location of the closed runway
flashing AFL (airfield lighting) [10] to notify Pilots of
a closed runway, in accordance with an example em-
bodiment.
FIG. 32 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] to dispatching
emergency personnel when the Landing Gear is not
locked, in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 33 lists the types of CPDLCDU [140] screens
available to the Pilots and flight crews sent from the
AMS [320], in accordance with an example embod-
iment. The example embodiment showing CPDL-
CDU [140] also refers to control messages support-
ed by DAM [161].
FIG. 34a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] associated to a "hold short" ATC
directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clearance to
a specific aircraft, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 34b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] associated to a "hold short" ATC
directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clearance to
a specific aircraft, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 35a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] associated to a "lineup and wait"
ATC directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clear-
ance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
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FIG. 35b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] associated to a "lineup and wait"
ATC directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clear-
ance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 36a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that shows a generated ATC com-
mand and associated information for a takeoff clear-
ance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 36b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that shows a generated ATC
command and associated information for a takeoff
clearance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 37a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] during the takeoff roll of an aircraft,
in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 37b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] during the takeoff roll of an air-
craft, in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 38a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] after the aircraft is airborne, in ac-
cordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 38b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] after the aircraft is airborne, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 39a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that shows a generated ATC com-
mand and associated information for a landing clear-
ance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 39b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that shows a generated ATC
command and associated information for a landing
clearance to a specific aircraft, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 40a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that shows the update sent by the
AMS[320] for a breaking operation of a landing air-
craft, in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 40b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that shows the update sent by
the AMS[320] for a breaking operation of a landing
aircraft, in accordance with an example embodi-
ment.
FIG. 41a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that shows the information dis-
played during a Missed Approach, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 41b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that shows the information dis-
played during a Missed Approach, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 42a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that shows the information dis-
played for a Go-Around operation, in accordance
with an example embodiment.

FIG. 42b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that shows the information dis-
played for a Go-Around operation, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 43a illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows flight crew to request a
runway exit from a list of exits, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 43b illustrates an example pilot interface of the
onboard DAM [161] that allows flight crew to request
a runway exit from a list of exits, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 44 illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows flight crew to select a
routing from a list of routes, in accordance with an
example embodiment.
FIG. 45 illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows the flight crew to report
a runway breaking action, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 46 illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows the flight crew to report
runway conditions, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 47 illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows the flight crew to report
bird activity, in accordance with an example embod-
iment.
FIG. 48 illustrates an example output of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] that allows the flight crew to report
debris on runway, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 49a illustrates an example of the onboard CP-
DLCDU [140] menu, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 49b illustrates an example of the onboard DAM
[161] menu, in accordance with an example embod-
iment.
FIG. 50 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with A
Pilot runway exit request, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 51 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with cal-
culating breaking speeds and runway exits while an
aircraft is landing or aborting a takeoff, in accordance
with an example embodiment.
FIG. 52 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with cal-
culating aircraft progress on a taxiway, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 53 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with a
Request Release operation from Departure ATC, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 54 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with de-
termining if an aircraft cleared a junction, in accord-
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ance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 55 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with cal-
culating junction congestions and hotspots levels, in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 56 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in LGRC
[355] image processing for confirming locked gear
of a landing aircraft, in accordance with an example
embodiment.
FIG. 57 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issuing
a "hold short" ATC command to an aircraft, in ac-
cordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 58 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with run-
way capacity balancing and takeoff to landing ratios,
in accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 59 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with Pilot
report of breaking action, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 60 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with Pilot
report of runway conditions, in accordance with an
example embodiment.
FIG. 61 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with Pilot
report of birds, in accordance with an example em-
bodiment.
FIG. 62 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with Pilot
report of debris on a runway, in accordance with an
example embodiment.
FIG. 63 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with taking
over an aircraft and activating the autopilot [150], in
accordance with an example embodiment.
FIG. 64 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
grounding all airborne aircrafts, in accordance with
an example embodiment.
FIG. 65 lists the codes for common terms used within
the patent application.
FIG. 96 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within AMS [320] for filtering and merging
of data from multiple sources and producing a Dy-
namic Map for each aircraft with its own relevant map
view, information and menu options, and, sending it
to DAM[161] to be displayed to pilot.
FIG. 97 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method for triggering the breaks of an aircraft
taking a wrong turn or passing the hold-short bar.
FIG. 98 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method for marshalling of aircraft steering and
engine power for maneuverability within the airport
FIG. 99 illustrates the interface with a moving airport
diagram instead of a dynamic map

FIG. 100 illustrates a block diagram for supported
protocols, data interchange models and frameworks
to support common requirements and standards
such as EUROCONTROL SESAR SWIM and FAA
NextGen.
FIG. 101 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the DAM [161], involved in
processing a Control Message and sending it to AMS
[320] to in accordance with an example embodiment
FIG. 102 illustrates a flow diagram of the processes
in a method within the DAM [161], involved in
processing a pilot voice as a Control Message and
sending it to AMS [320] to in accordance with an
example embodiment.
Fig. 103 illustrates an example of the process used
in recording and storing avionics data as well as
cockpit sounds.
Fig. 104 illustrates an example of a pilot selection
menu.
Fig. 105 illustrates an example of flow for automated
departure control
Fig. 106 illustrates an example of CWP (Controller
Working Position) display

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0144] The following detailed description is merely ex-
emplary in nature and is not intended to limit the invention
or the application and uses of the invention. Furthermore,
there is no intention to be bound by any expressed or
implied theory presented in the preceding technical field,
background, brief summary or the following detailed de-
scription. The detailed description refers to elements or
features being "connected" or "coupled" together. As
used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, "con-
nected" means that one element/feature is directly joined
to (or directly communicates with) another element/fea-
ture, and not necessarily mechanically. Likewise, unless
expressly stated otherwise, "coupled" means that one
element/feature is directly or indirectly joined. In order to
increase clarity, example embodiments are described
with reference to the following drawings, where like nu-
merals refer to like elements throughout. Furthermore,
well-known features that are not necessary for the un-
derstanding of the example embodiments may not be
shown in the illustrations, block diagrams and flow dia-
grams within the figures are merely illustrative and may
not be drawn to scale. In order to emphasize certain fea-
tures, the drawings may not be to scale. It should be
understood that although two elements may be described
below, in one embodiment, as being "connected," in al-
ternative embodiments similar elements may be "cou-
pled," and vice versa. Thus, although the diagrams
shown herein depict example arrangements of elements,
additional intervening elements, devices, features, or
components may be present in an actual embodiment.
The illustrations, drawings, flowcharts and block dia-
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grams in the figures illustrate the architecture, function-
ality, and operation of possible implementations of Sys-
tems, hardware, methods and computer program prod-
ucts according to various embodiments of the present
invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart or
block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or
portion of program code, which comprises of one or more
executable instructions for implementing the specified
logical function(s). It should also be noted that, in some
alternative implementations, the functions noted in the
block may occur out of the order noted in the figures. For
example, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact,
be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that
each block of the block diagrams and/or flowchart illus-
tration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams
and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented by spe-
cial purpose hardware-based Systems that perform the
specified functions or acts, or combinations of special
purpose hardware and computer instructions. The termi-
nology used herein is for the purpose of describing par-
ticular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting
of the invention. As used herein, the singular form "a",
"an" and "the" and "with" and "or" are intended to include
the plural form as well, unless the context clearly indi-
cates otherwise. It will be further understood that for clar-
ity of explanation within the invention, the term "process"
may refer to the term "method" and/or state and/or an
event within the method itself. It will be further understood
that the term "comprises" and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or
components, but do not preclude the presence or addi-
tion of one or more other features, integers, steps, oper-
ations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof. As
will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, the disclosed
subject matter may be embodied as a System, method
or computer program product. Accordingly, the disclosed
subject matter may take the form of an entirely hardware
embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including
firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an em-
bodiment combining software and hardware aspects that
may all generally be referred to herein as a "circuit," "mod-
ule" or "System." Furthermore, the present invention may
take the form of a computer program product embodied
in any tangible medium of expression having computer-
usable program code embodied in the medium. Any com-
bination of one or more computer usable or computer
readable medium(s) may be utilized. The computer-us-
able or computer-readable medium may be, for example
but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, elec-
tromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor System, appa-
ratus, device, or propagation medium including a porta-
ble computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access
memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable
programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash
memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-

only memory (CDROM), a portable pluggable device
(USB), an optical storage device, a transmission media
such as those supporting the Internet or an intranet, elec-
trical connection with one or more wires, a local area
network connection (LAN), a wide area wireless network
connection (WAN), or a magnetic storage device. Note
that the computer-usable or computer-readable medium
could even be paper or another suitable medium upon
which the program is printed, as the program can be elec-
tronically captured, via, for instance, optical scanning or
photographic device with optical character recognition
(OCR) processing abilities of the paper or other medium,
then compiled, interpreted, or otherwise processed in a
suitable manner, if necessary, and then stored in a com-
puter memory. In the context of this document, a com-
puter-usable or computer-readable medium may be any
medium that can contain, store, communicate, propa-
gate, or transport the program for use by or in connection
with the instruction execution System, apparatus, or de-
vice. The computer-usable medium may include a prop-
agated data signal with the computer-usable program
code embodied therewith, either in baseband or as part
of a carrier wave. The computer usable program code
may be transmitted using any appropriate medium, in-
cluding but not limited to wireless, wire, optical fiber cable,
RF, Satellite, Cellular network, Microwave transmissions
and the like. Computer program code for carrying out
operations of the present invention may be written in any
combination of one or more programming languages, in-
cluding an object oriented or procedural programming
language or script-enabled language such as C, C++,
Pascal, Python, Visual Basic, Perl, Delphi, SQL, lisp,
Matlab or the like. The program code may execute en-
tirely or partially, as a standalone package, or a program
or module or service, on any computer hardware type
such as a Server or on any computer or airborne device
such as CPDLC [110] or FANS [120] or FMS [130]. Any
Server or computer or airborne device such as CPDLC
[110] or FANS [120] or FMS [130] may be connected to
any other Server or computer or airborne device such as
CPDLC [110] or FANS [120] or FMS [130] through any
type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or
a wide area network (WAN), RF, satellite, or any type of
Air Traffic Network (ATN) protocol support for transferring
data for the Aircraft industry. The corresponding struc-
tures, materials, acts, and equivalents of all means or
step plus function elements in the claims below are in-
tended to include any structure, material, or act for per-
forming the function in combination with other claimed
elements as specifically claimed. The description of the
present invention has been presented for purposes of
illustration and description, but is not intended to be ex-
haustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed.
Many modifications and variations will be apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from
the scope and spirit of the invention. The embodiment
was chosen and described in order to best explain the
principles of the invention and the practical application,
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and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to under-
stand the invention for various embodiments with various
modifications as are suited to the particular or any use
contemplated.
[0145] To increase the clarity of the invention, it should
be understood that the system is comprised of multiple
methods, hardware, software package and embodi-
ments, and therefore all methods and hardware and soft-
ware package and embodiments should be assumed to
rely and be "connected" or "coupled" to at least one or
more method or hardware or software package or em-
bodiment within the system , to comprise the AAATCS
as an operable and industrialized system. To further in-
crease the clarity and readability of the invention, terms
with numerical reference are listed numerically in FIG.
65, and, the following terms are used within the descrip-
tion, figures, illustrations, diagrams, claims and embod-
iments of the invention application: AAATCS refers to the
patent application for a system known as Automated Air-
port Air Traffic Control System with Flight Takeover. Con-
trol Messages (CM) refer to all message types including
but not limited to control messages, image data of all
formats, binary data, text messages, ASCII codes,
weather maps, statuses, whereby the Messages and
Control Messages are both used throughout the inven-
tion for ease of reading, and mean the same Control Mes-
sage (CM). To further increase the clarity and readability
of the invention, the terms cockpit and flight-deck, or
deck, are interchangeable and mean the same cockpit,
and unless specified otherwise, it applies to all devices,
equipment, display, displays, crew, crew members and
pilots. Aircraft [100] refers to any transport vehicle al-
lowed within a controlled aerodrome, able to change al-
titude and is controlled either by a person or persons
within the object, or controlled remotely by a person or
persons, or, is controlled by an onboard computer, in-
cluding but not limited to aircraft, helicopter, unmanned-
vehicle (UAV), personal aerial vehicle (PAV), remote pi-
loted aircraft (RPAS), air balloon, shuttle, airborne vehi-
cle, reusable rocket, glider and alike. Server [300] refers
to any computer hardware device allowing execution of
programs, modules and services on an operating system
without the need of human interaction, while allowing
connections to and from computers and electronic de-
vices over a network of either wired or wireless connec-
tions. Airport, refers to any authorized designated area
for aircraft [100] takeoff and landing operations. AFL (air-
field lighting) [10] refers to any controllable lighting sys-
tem. Tower [20], refers to any control facility providing
Air Traffic Control services for an Airport and nearby area.
Taxiway refers to any road aside from the runway within
an airport, authorized for the movement of aircraft [100].
Runway refers to any road or area designated for aircraft
[100] takeoff and landing operations. Ramp, refers to any
area designated for the parking of aircraft [100], including
deicing area. Gate, refers to any area within a Terminal
area where an aircraft is not in movement. Terminal refers
to any building and nearby area where several aircraft

either did not start the flight or completed their flight. Ra-
dar [351] refers to any electronic device and/or computer
software with output of Aircraft Position information re-
ceived from an aircraft radar device, in the form of data,
including flight number, longitude, latitude, altitude,
speed and direction. GPS [352] refers to any electronic
device and/or computer software with output of Aircraft
position information received from a satellite, in the form
of data, including flight number, longitude, latitude, alti-
tude, speed and direction. Aircraft Position Reporting
Sensors (APRS) [353] refer to any electronic device with
an output signal when an aircraft [100] is detected in its
range. Movement detection camera (MDC) [354] refers
to any digital camera device sending image data to the
AMS [320] for processing position information of an air-
craft [100] from the image. ACARS refers to a wireless
ground-air communication protocol and data link known
as Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting
System, allowing text messages to be communicated be-
tween Controllers and onboard equipment. ATN refers
to a wireless ground-air communication protocol and data
link known as Aeronautical Telecommunication Network,
allowing text messages to be communicated between
Controllers and onboard equipment via an aircraft’s Com-
munication Management Function (CMF). FMS [130] re-
fers to the Flight Management System aboard an Aircraft,
responsible for managing the flight operations including
altitude, speed direction and routing. FANS [120] refers
to an onboard communication protocol and data link
known as the Future Air Navigation System, where
ACARS communication protocol is used to communicate
messages between Controllers and the FMS [130] on-
board the aircraft [100]. CPDLC [110] refers to a wireless
ground-air communication protocol and data link Con-
troller-Pilots Data Link Communications for exchanging
text-based messages between Controllers and pilots.
CPDLCDU [140] refers to the CPDLC Display Unit
aboard an aircraft [100], allowing pilots to see text mes-
sages sent by Controllers from the ground and send back
messages to the controller on the ground. Heads-up dis-
play (HUD) refers to glass-display, or touch-based glass-
display hardware in cockpit for graphical display and bi-
directional interaction of messages associated to aircraft
operations, between pilots and AMS [320] via CCS [160],
running DAM [161]. Cockpit Computer System (CCS)
[160] refers to computer hardware within the cockpit or
UAV operator consul with human interface using a touch-
screen or a HUD, and, communicating messages be-
tween AMS [320] and DAM [161]. Dynamic Map (DAM)
[161] refers to a software, executed on the CCS [160],
to interact functionality and messages between the
AMS[320]. Landing Gear Reporting Cameras (LGRC)
[355] refers to any digital camera device sending image
data to the AMS [320] to process the image and identify
when the Landing Gear of a landing aircraft [100] is not
locked prior to the touchdown. Aircraft Position Reporting
Device (APRD) [350] refers to any electronic device able
to report any type of Aircraft Position, including longitude,
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latitude, altitude, speed, direction, or location on a runway
or location on a taxiway. Typically, (APRS) [353] and
(MDC) [354] or associated computer programs report air-
craft location within the airport or airside, while radar [351]
and GPS [352] or associated computer programs report
aircraft longitude, latitude, altitude, speed and direction.
Control Message (CM) refers to a text message sent from
the ground in order to control aircraft operations, a Con-
trol Message is sent by the AMS [320] on the Server [300]
through the GBCE [310] using the WCL [600] or AGC
[610] to the onboard FANS [120] or FMS [130] or CPDLC
[110], to control the autopilot [150] or, to display messag-
es and interact with the flight crew via the DAM [161] or
CPDLCDU [140]. Emergency Announcement System
(EAS) [340 refers to the broadcasting system sounding
an alert within an emergency facility such as a fire station
or ambulance station]. RF refers to any radio frequency
used as ATC frequency for voice communication be-
tween a controller and pilots, and/or between two or more
Controllers and/or between controller and emergency
personnel. Autopilot [150] refers to the automated flying
mechanism of an aircraft [100] based on onboard FMS
[130]. SATCOM refers to any satellite communication
protocol or data link, primarily used for retaining longi-
tude, latitude, altitude, speed and direction of aircraft. To
allow for easier understanding of the invention, instead
of referring to equipment communication links and pro-
tocols for ACARS, FANS [120], ATN CMF, RF, SATCOM
CPDLC [110] individually, ground-based communication
equipment (GBCE) [310] refers to all above communica-
tion equipment types as a single communication equip-
ment, and, wireless communication links and protocols
(WCL) [600], refers to all above communication link and
protocol types as a single communication link and pro-
tocol. Air/Ground Communication (AGC) [610] refers to
existing communication infrastructure and protocols al-
lowing for aviation data interchange between any soft-
ware or system on the ground, with any software or sys-
tem aboard an aircraft that comply with SESAR or NEXT-
GEN or SWIM data interchange guidelines, such as
AMQP, HTTPS and alike. Hand gesture sensing hard-
ware (HAGSH) [311] refers to sensory hardware at-
tached to a computer instead of a mouse, such as Mi-
crosoft Kinect or Leap Motion, or the like, allowing a com-
puter user to move hands in the air and achieve same
functionality as a mouse or touch-screen. Airport Man-
agement Software (AMS) [320] refers to the computer
program responsible for the AAATCS. controller Module
(ICM) [330] refers to a CWP (Controller Working Position)
with a computer program allowing ATC personnel to in-
teract and manage the AAATCS either by data entry,
mouse or by hand gestures and using HAGSH [311].
Emergency Dispatch Module (EDM) [331] refers to a
computer program allowing emergency and security per-
sonnel to view information and interact with the software
regarding emergency situations within the airport or air-
side either by data entry, mouse or by hand gestures and
using HAGSH [311]. Airport Operations Center Module

(AOCM) [333] refers to a computer software running on
a workstation connected on a network with the AMS [320]
to allow airport operations center personnel to visualize
and manage airport operations, capacity and queues on
runways taxiways, junctions and hotspots, either by data
entry, mouse or by hand gestures and using HAGSH
[311]. Airport collaboration decision making (ACDM)
[334] refers external network infrastructure of computers
connected over a network to the Server [300], and ex-
changing aircraft and airport scheduling with the AATCS.
Automated handoff coordinator (HADOC) [335] refers to
a computer software running on a workstation connected
on a network with the AMS [320] to allow any arrivals or
departure controller to visualize and manage associated
airport automated operations associated to position
tasks either by data entry, mouse or by hand gestures
and using HAGSH [311], including handoffs, slotting, halt
departures and arrivals, coordinate emergency situa-
tions to be dispatched by the AAATCS. Air traffic man-
agement software (ATMS) [336] refers to a computer
software running on a workstation connected on a net-
work with the AMS [320] to allow Flow control and net-
work operations personnel to visualize and manage over-
all airport flow capacity, halt all ground-traffic, departures
and arrivals, either by data entry, mouse or by hand ges-
tures and using HAGSH [311]. Strategic Airline Monitor-
ing Module (SAMM) [339] refers to a computer program
allowing airlines to communicate with the Pilot via DAM
[161] or CPDLCDU [140] and exchange information and
Control Messages with the onboard FANS [120], FMS
[130] and autopilot [150]. "Line-up and wait" or "position
and hold" and alike, refer to commands given by ATC to
prepare an aircraft for takeoff on the runway and wait for
a takeoff clearance. "Missed Approach" or "Go Around"
and alike refer to procedures where a landing aircraft
needs to climb in altitude instead of land. "Unable" refers
to a response where a flight crew or controller is unable
to comply with a request or command. "Say again" refers
to a request over ATC frequency to repeat the last com-
munication. "Read-back" is an operation typically per-
formed by a flight crew whereby the flight crew repeats
the command given by ATC as a confirmation. Flight crew
refers to at least one Pilot or person aboard an aircraft,
qualified to operate the aircraft.
[0146] Furthermore, To increase the clarity of the in-
vention and understanding of the drawings diagrams and
flow charts, when describing communication or Control
Messages between AMS [320] and the CPDLCDU [140]
or the autopilot [150], it is to be understood the commu-
nication or Control Messages are sent via the Server
[300] through the proper WCL [600] to the proper avionics
( FANS[120] or FMS [130]) to communicate or relay the
endpoint AMS [320] and the CPDLCDU [140], and vice
versa when endpoint AMS [320] and the CPDLCDU [140]
sends or receives Control Messages with the AMS [320].
When describing communication or Control Messages
between AMS [320] and the DAM [161], and vice versa
when endpoint AMS [320] and the DAM [161] sends or
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receives Control Messages with the AMS [320] via CCS
[160] through the AGC [610]. The above are explained
within FIG. 2 for the data communication flow and FIG.
4 for communication of Control Messages.
[0147] First technical solution is to automate routine
airport ATC operations, specifically runway and taxiway
associated operations. This automation is achieved by
the said AAATCS patent application as shown in FIG. 1,
comprising a Server [300] executing Airport Manage-
ment Software [320], to process and communicate ATC
voice commands over ATC radio frequency (RF) and,
concurrently communicate data via a wireless commu-
nication link (WCL) [600] through the ground-based com-
munication equipment (GBCE) [310] with onboard air-
craft [100] CPDLC communication unit [110] and onboard
FANS [120], to provide messages and commands in the
form of data and, The CPDLC communicates commands
and data with the flight crew via the DAM [161] or CPDL-
CDU [140], and, the FANS [120] exchanges commands ,
data and control messages with both the onboard (FMS)
[130], and with the Autopilot [150]. Reporting equipment
[350] including Radar [351], GPS [352], Aircraft Position
Reporting Sensors (APRS) [353], movement detection
cameras (MDC) [354] and Landing Gear Reporting Cam-
eras (LGRC) [355] are attached to the Server [300] on a
secure network from various airport locations. For the
reasons stated above and for other reasons stated below
which will become apparent to those skilled in the art
upon reading and understanding the specification and
example embodiments address these as well as other
issues associated with the associated art.
[0148] Second technical solution is to present a new
type of ground-air communication protocol allowing ATC
to send control messages to the aircraft for execution.
The communication protocol is an uplink allowing an ATC
to send Control Messages from the ICM [330] via AMS
[320] to the FANS [120] and/or FMS [130] for execution.
The control messages for execution vary based on the
operation, location and state of the aircraft. For the rea-
sons stated above and for other reasons stated below
which will become apparent to those skilled in the art
upon reading and understanding the specification and
example embodiments address these as well as other
issues associated with the associated art.
[0149] Third technical solution is to allow the flight crew
to see and respond to airport associated ATC messages,
commands, data and options through the DAM [161] or
onboard CPDLCDU [140] via the FANS [120] and/or the
FMS [130] or DAM [161] to and from a Server actively
executing an Airport Management Software (AMS) [320].
For the reasons stated above and for other reasons stat-
ed below which will become apparent to those skilled in
the art upon reading and understanding the specification
and example embodiments address these as well as oth-
er issues associated with the associated art.
[0150] Forth technical solution is to automatically, or
allow ATC to manually activate the autopilot [150] and
overtake any aircraft by sending a Control Message from

the ICM [330] via AMS [320] to the FANS [120] and/or
FMS [130] to turn on the autopilot [150] and disable it
from being turned off from within the aircraft [100]. ICM
[330] notifies ATC of the situation by an alert sound and
message, and allows ATC to manage the aircraft [100]
and turn the autopilot [150] on and off. In addition, ICM
[330] allows ATC or the Airline to send a new flight-plan
to the FANS [120] and/or FMS [130] and redirect the air-
craft [100] using the autopilot [150] to any particular route
and landing location. For the reasons stated above and
for other reasons stated below which will become appar-
ent to those skilled in the art upon reading and under-
standing the specification and example embodiments ad-
dress these as well as other issues associated with the
associated art.
[0151] Fifth technical solution is to provide the Control
Message only to the relevant aircraft on the DAM [161]
or CPDLCDU [140] for the flight crew. The Control Mes-
sage is sent by the AMS [320] to the DAM [161] or CPDLC
[110] aboard the aircraft and displays the data on the
CPDLCDU [140]. For the reasons stated above and for
other reasons stated below which will become apparent
to those skilled in the art upon reading and understanding
the specification and example embodiments address
these as well as other issues associated with the asso-
ciated art.
[0152] Sixth technical solution is to allow for the pilot
to select "ACCEPT" and "UNABLE" options on the DAM
[161] or CPDLCDU [140] for all ATC commands, mes-
sages and data. For the reasons stated above and for
other reasons stated below which will become apparent
to those skilled in the art upon reading and understanding
the specification and example embodiments address
these as well as other issues associated with the asso-
ciated art.
[0153] Seventh technical solution is to show the flight
crew all the data associated to the operation on the AMS
[320] send all the additional relevant information needed
for the takeoff or landing operation to the DAM [161] or
CPDLCDU [140] for the flight crew to see, thus lowering
the congestion on the ATC radio frequency, and making
the information available for the flight crew during the full
operation without the need to remember it. For the rea-
sons stated above and for other reasons stated below
which will become apparent to those skilled in the art
upon reading and understanding the specification and
example embodiments address these as well as other
issues associated with the associated art.
[0154] Eighth technical solution is to refresh and show
the flight crew all the data associated to the landing or
takeoff operation as the data changes on the DAM [161]
or CPDLCDU [140], for example, as the wind direction
and/or speed changes, the information is refreshed every
time on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] for the pilot
to see with a sign showing there are changes since the
initial data was given, this provides the flight crew with
important update to make the necessary changes for the
landing or takeoff operation. For the reasons stated
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above and for other reasons stated below which will be-
come apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading
and understanding the specification and example em-
bodiments address these as well as other issues asso-
ciated with the associated art.
[0155] Ninth technical solution is to show the flight crew
all the data associated to the exit operation on the CPDLC
in real-time with the frequency to switch to. In addition,
the AMS, flashes the lights of the closest taxiway to exit,
thus allowing aircraft to use the proper exit without mis-
takes in low visibility where the exits illumination is un-
clear, and thus allowing more runway operations in a safe
manner. For the reasons stated above and for other rea-
sons stated below which will become apparent to those
skilled in the art upon reading and understanding the
specification and example embodiments address these
as well as other issues associated with the associated art.
[0156] Another technical solution is to automatically
send the new departure data to the relevant onboard
DAM [161] or FMS [130] and/or CPDLCDU [140], while
displaying the flight crew with the notification of the
change made on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140]. For
the reasons stated above and for other reasons stated
below which will become apparent to those skilled in the
art upon reading and understanding the specification and
example embodiments address these as well as other
issues associated with the associated art.
[0157] Tenth technical solution is to simultaneously
send all airborne aircrafts near any selected airport, area,
country or continent an immediate flight-plan to follow as
if it was hijacked, thus, grounding all airborne aircraft in
the most efficient manner. This operation is possible
since all airports with AMS [320] are interconnected on
a network, and allows alerting Controllers through ICM
[330] at all relevant airports with AMS [320] of the situa-
tion immediately and automatically. This substantially
lowers the workload of all Controllers dealing with the
grounding of the aircrafts. For the reasons stated above
and for other reasons stated below which will become
apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading and un-
derstanding the specification and example embodiments
address these as well as other issues associated with
the associated art.
[0158] Eleventh technical solution is to take several
photos of the landing gear mechanism from under the
aircraft prior to the landing at high-resolution with a high-
speed digital camera, and compare them by a LGRC
process to ensure the angle of the landing gear mecha-
nism in relation to the aircraft chassis is the same in all
pictures. In the case where LGRC detects inconsistency,
a notification is sent to the ATC through the ICM [330],
and, a vocal alert is sent over the ATC frequency to the
pilot from the AMS [320] along with information displayed
on the CPDLC for the flight crew to consider a go-around
or a missed approach. In addition, the AMS [320] flashes
the runway lights [FIG. 31] of the runway when the LGRC
[355] detects a problem, thus allowing the aircraft to vis-
ually understand there was no confirmation of a locked

landing gear. For the reasons stated above and for other
reasons stated below which will become apparent to
those skilled in the art upon reading and understanding
the specification and example embodiments address
these as well as other issues associated with the asso-
ciated art.
[0159] Twelfth technical solution is to automatically
send the new departure data to the relevant onboard FMS
[130], while displaying the flight crew with the notification
of the change made on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU
[140]. In addition, the AMS [320] controls the threshold
lights of the closed runway and flashes them, allowing
all aircraft on final approach to visually understand the
runway is closed and the need for a go-around or a
missed approach. For the reasons stated above and for
other reasons stated below which will become apparent
to those skilled in the art upon reading and understanding
the specification and example embodiments address
these as well as other issues associated with the asso-
ciated art.
[0160] Thirteenth technical solution is to allow Pilots
and Airline Operators to set preferred taxiway routes to
each of the runways within the airport from different areas
of the Airport where the Airline operates. This reduces
congestions, waiting for crossings, safety hotspots and
direct fuel costs.
[0161] Fourteenth technical solution is to maximize the
utilization of takeoff operations from junctions based on
aircraft type, weight, historical takeoff information and
current wind conditions. For example, a B737 can takeoff
from an intersection on most long runways.
[0162] Fifteenth technical solution is to maximize the
use of data communication for exchanging information
between Pilots and the ATC service, and only use the
ATC radio frequency as a backup.
[0163] Sixteenth technical solution is to calculate the
landing to takeoff ratio of each runway and to balance
future takeoffs by diverting from runways at overcapacity.
[0164] Seventeenth technical solution has two parts,
the first part calculates the historical responsiveness of
a particular pilot to an ATC command from a historical
database, and average taxiing speed and time to cross
a junction or a runway, and an expedite directive is only
issued to aircrafts historically passing a set average
speed and crossing time. In addition, as a second part
of the solution, aircrafts receiving an expedite directive
are monitored for performance and can be marshalled
to increase speed, the heading and break, as covered
by another technical solution .
[0165] Eighteenth technical solution is to provide con-
stantly updated information on a Dynamic Map within the
cockpit with relevant traffic that may be crossing down-
field or affecting the operation, any turbulence from last
runway operation that may have affect the aircraft, par-
allel runway operations that may affect the operation,
wind speed, wind direction, initial climb altitude, depar-
tures frequency, departure altitude, initial flight heading
or navigational aid or GPS guided route, breaking action,
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bird, FOD and alike.
[0166] Nineteenth technical solution is a Dynamic Map
within the cockpit, constantly updating information with
all relevant aircraft and airport vehicles that are nearby
or may affect the aircraft during runway operations. In
addition, if selected by a pilot, a synthesized voice con-
stantly provides updates of information relevant to the
aircraft, in pilot’s selected language.
[0167] Twentieth solution is an automated handoff co-
ordination, whereby all departures are released automat-
ically based on current sector traffic, and, can be man-
aged and administered by a departure controller by man-
aging multiple selectable configurable templates. The
departure controller can always manually administer any
flight. Templates include optimized departure sequence
for departure headings and handoff altitudes for any com-
bination of runways, for any given time span for any day
of the week.
[0168] Twenty first solution is a standalone automated
system for managing Tower operations, through a single
interface, whereby a controller can change the settings,
and the system automatically controls the associated
traffic based on the settings and rules prescribed by the
controller
[0169] Twenty second technical solution is to marshal
the maneuvering system, wheel breaks system, and the
engine power management system of any aircraft via the
communication link and the onboard FMS. Controlling of
aircraft is automated when there is a calculated future
collision , or, marshalled manually by the commanding
tower controller.
[0170] Twenty third technical solution displays emer-
gency personnel the best route to take to the precalcu-
lated final resting position of the aircraft, on a portable
device, based on current aircraft location, profile and as-
sociated physics. In addition, the display includes infor-
mation associated to the aircraft type, number of people
onboard, and the calculated or last reported amount of
fuel.
[0171] Twenty forth technical solution calculates the
possibility of a runway overshoot depending on altitude,
remaining runway length from current position, runway
breaking action, approach profile and aircraft physics, to
provide through a cockpit device an audible notification
for a possible overshoot, with a visual notification, so the
pilot can make a final decision if to go-around or land.
[0172] Twenty fifth technical solution is providing a dis-
play in a cockpit device, displaying updated notifications
to airman, as well as messages that have been admin-
istered by airport operations control, or commanding con-
troller. In Addition, if a notification or message is associ-
ated to an area or an object, it is highlighted on a Dynamic
Map .
[0173] Twenty sixth technical solution is a menu dis-
play of selectable and available predefined routes, or op-
tional progressive taxi routes, including each route’s es-
timated times to reach the destination. Each selection of
an item displays the route on the Dynamic Map, including

current traffic, and by moving the finger on the device
over the displayed route path, the pilot is shown the an-
ticipated traffic at any given future point in time in relation
to the position within the path.
[0174] Twenty seventh technical solution displays pos-
sible FOD as given by external FOD system, as well the
ability for a pilot to report an FOD. A pilot reports FOD
simply by selecting the position of the FOD on the map
and selecting the FOD displayed menu options. The
process is similar for reporting birds and breaking action.
[0175] Twenty eighth technical solution communicates
with other external applications for all airport layout and
airside associated operations using AIXM to comply with
EUROCONTROL and FAA mandates. When a parame-
ter of field is not yet supported by AIXM, it is exported as
an extended or user-defined class or object or extended
data or metadata.
[0176] Twenty ninth technical solution is a constant
process of calculating taxi routes for all current and future
aircraft movements, based on current and future traffic
positions of aircrafts based on destination and routes,
where result of calculations compile a list of complete
routes including their paths and time to destination from
any current position for each aircraft, as well as proposed
progressive taxi route for each aircraft. The list is then
stored for future menu options on a per-aircraft basis. In
addition, the calculations account for aircraft weight type,
restricted areas and routes and alike.
[0177] Thirtieth technical solution is to automatically
marshal the breaks systems to the aircraft via the com-
munication link and the onboard FMS to control the wheel
lock mechanism, or similar device. The breaks are
marshalled , or by the commanding controller.
[0178] Thirty first technical solution is a device with an
Dynamic Map, where full ATC commands services are
seen and heard in pilot’s preferred language, all associ-
ated operational information, notifications and options
are provided for each phase of the operation. The display
is constantly updated with fresh information, including
nearby traffic, and conditions affecting the transition of
the aircraft from one operation to another.
[0179] Thirty second technical solution displays the pi-
lot a satellite image of the airport to easily understand
the current location in relation to airport buildings and
alike, which are unavailable in most airport diagrams. In
addition, distances to the next junction are always updat-
ed, and, when nearing a junction to hold short or make
a turn, a graphical alert and synthesized voice tell the
pilot which way to turn , or heading, as well as any special
restrictions and rules for next operation, such as speed
and alike. Nearby traffic is always shown, with heading,
operation type and other options.
[0180] Thirty third technical solution is to externally
mount a camera on terminal building overlooking the sur-
face markings near a gate sleeve, and the gate sleeves,
mounted high on the terminal in relation to the surface
area and gate sleeve, takes pictures at a specified rate,
processes by the system, sending pictures and displays
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the pictures to the pilot as a visual representation to make
taxi maneuvering decisions during gate taxi operations
such as pushback and alike
[0181] Thirty forth technical solution is a the marshal-
ling of several aircraft takeover, defined by the tower com-
manding control and authorized by a secondary control-
ler from another facility, is automatically executed to send
multiple flight paths to a group of selected aircrafts.
[0182] Thirty fifth technical solution is a handheld unit
for airport airside personnel or any vehicle moving within
the airport, having the same situational awareness and
taxi route-selection functionality as a pilot. In addition,
any authorized airport personnel or operator within a
moving vehicle within the airport, can request a closure
of any airside area for maintenance.
[0183] Thirty sixth technical solution is to provide pilots
with a count-down timer of anticipated time to next com-
mand or operation. This greatly increases pilot alertness,
and readiness to respond in good time.
[0184] Thirty seventh technical solution is to flash the
airside lights based on the direction and exit, or junction
an aircraft should take. This ensures pilots do not take
wrong paths at junctions or miss their exit.
[0185] Thirty eighth technical solution is to record all
avionics data and cockpit sounds, and send them for stor-
age for later replay. This also eliminates the need to look
for a black-box in case of a crash.
[0186] Thirty ninth technical solution is to send the data
in real-time to servers for retention until flight is closed.
[0187] Fortieth technical solution is to time the push-
backs so the flow of taxiways and runway use is opti-
mized.
[0188] Forty first technical solution is to time the air-
crafts, each with own speed, to lower the numbers of
stops at junctions.
[0189] Forty second technical solution is to timing the
pushback operation so aircrafts taxi without significant
queueing until reaching runway.
[0190] Forty third technical solution is to provide opti-
mal taxi speed per aircraft per taxiway part between junc-
tions, thus lowering the number of required stops be-
tween runway and gate.
[0191] Forty forth technical solution is to Allow control-
lers to select a predefined airport configuration template,
having defined active runways, routes per aircraft type
and airline for each type of operation. The selection is
done from a list of available templates depending on ac-
tive runways. Preconfigured templates include support
for acute scenarios such as emergency landings with re-
routing rules and the like.
[0192] Forty fifth technical solution is to update braking
action based on aircraft weight, approach speed, previ-
ous braking of aircrafts of same type.
[0193] Forty sixth technical solution is to Provide DH
information including braking action of the aircraft type,
too high/too fast as calculated final resting area is avail-
able from descent rate, speed, anticipated touch-down
area and aircraft type.

[0194] Forty seventh technical solution is to provide a
Dynamic Map displaying available routes and time to
gate for each route.
[0195] Forty eighth technical solution is to Send a con-
trol message to the aircraft, whereby the pilot is alerted,
and brakes are applied aboard the breaching aircraft.
Signal can either be processed by autopilot recognizing
the control message signal, or by manufacturer system
that decides on action based on control message sent.
[0196] Forty ninth technical solution is to Allow pilot to
select a preferred route from several fastest available
routes displayed on a Dynamic Map .
[0197] Fiftieth technical solution is to Relieve conges-
tions by better pushback timing and maximizing utiliza-
tion of multiple taxi route segments.
[0198] fifty first technical solution is to assign taxiing
speed for each aircraft and restrict movement to route or
entry to restricted areas.
[0199] fifty second technical solution is to Utilize all
available taxiway segments with optimal taxi speeds per
taxiway segment.
[0200] fifty third technical solution is to Send a control
message to the aircraft avionics with the probability level
of an accident, whereby the pilot is alerted, and brakes
are applied aboard the breaching aircraft.
[0201] fifty forth technical solution is to alert to all pilots
aboard affected aircraft on Dynamic Map with visual and
audible alerts. Also, alert the controller on a CWP.
[0202] fifty fifth problem dealt with by this disclosure is
that wake separation does not account for the combina-
tion of crosswinds and multiple dependent operations So-
lution.
[0203] fifty sixth technical solution is to visually display
a route on Dynamic Map showing the route distance to
next junction, turns to make, and utilizing the control mes-
sage or signal sent for violating route boundary.
[0204] fifty seventh technical solution is to Continuous-
ly display all relevant operational information on Dynamic
Map. The information content depends on operation type.
[0205] fifty eighth technical solution is to continuously
display all closed or restricted runways, taxiways or junc-
tions or gates or stands or terminals or areas in a shade
of red, where a pilot can easily understand closed versus
open runways, taxiways and junctions.
[0206] fifty ninth technical solution is to Provide an au-
tomated mean to decide visual separation by using po-
sitioning information of all aircrafts and vehicles.
[0207] Sixtieth technical solution is to flash the runway
lights [FIG. 31] of the runway when the LGRC [355] de-
tects a problem, thus allowing the aircraft to visually un-
derstand there was no confirmation or front gear is not
locked.
[0208] Sixty first technical solution is to driver’s dynam-
ic map within vehicle, displaying all other traffic, routes
and emergency information.
[0209] Sixty second technical solution is to driver’s dy-
namic map within vehicle and wrist-PDA showing main-
tenance slots, where and when to start, where and when
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to finish, and duration allowed.
[0210] Sixty third technical solution is to Use of ADSB,
radar technology and the like, to know exact aircraft and
vehicle position, speed and heading information.
[0211] Sixty forth technical solution is to Provide a sin-
gle screen with constant updates of all the required com-
piled and calculated operational information, where the
controller does not need to process inputs.
[0212] Sixty fifth technical solution is to Multiple cam-
eras located at junctions and selected locations provide
a shorter visual range and better sight to junction traffic
coupled with single controller map of airside objects po-
sitions from ADSB, radar and the like.
[0213] Sixty sixth technical solution is to connect at
least 2 systems on separate physical computer networks,
regardless of system locations.
[0214] Sixty seventh technical solution is to Additional
systems can be added on additional networks to enable
multiple area redundancy control and backup centers, to
provide multiple tower ATC services for unlimited number
of airports.
[0215] Sixty eighth technical solution is to add fully au-
tonomous and/or automated departures control with sup-
port for request release, full climb instructions and time
slotting assignment per flight, with selectable templates
to cater to rush and capacity at multiple airports with mul-
tiple active runway configurations.
[0216] Sixty ninth technical solution is to Provide sev-
eral short final angles, using dynamic wake model to in-
clude crosswinds, thereby lowering the separation be-
tween aircrafts and increasing runway capacity.
[0217] Seventieth technical solution is to allow control-
ler s to interact with the system in own language or via
technologies such as touch screen or finger/hand gesture
equipment. The system then relays the information to
pilots in their own language via a Dynamic Map.
[0218] Seventy first technical solution is to stream in-
formation to a Dynamic Map aboard the aircraft, whereby
all traffic and operational information is displayed in pilots
native language, independent of ATC services.
[0219] Seventy second technical solution is to Provide
bird information to pilots on a Dynamic Map with alerts if
future positions of both the aircraft and the birds endan-
gers aircraft operation.
[0220] Seventy forth technical solution is to Send a
control message to the aircraft’s autopilot for immediate
execution of marshalled movement.
[0221] Seventy third technical solution is to Allow the
autonomous and/or automated system to send control
messages to the avionics and marshal all aircraft oper-
ations at or near the airport.
[0222] Another technical solution is to Provide a fully
autonomous and/or automated ATC system for an airport
with minimal supervision of qualified shift manager as set
by regulations.
[0223] Seventy fifth technical solution is to automati-
cally assign new routing to all affected aircrafts reroute
traffic as per new runway. Another technical solution is

to By using electronic data feeds from weather sources,
the system prepares for each scheduled flight a list of
best possible routes, while taking into considerations air-
line and pilot historical and preferred routes, security as-
sociated routings over areas that airlines do not fly over,
closed airspaces, military airspaces, environmental haz-
ardous areas such as storms, volcanos and ash. Once
the pilot selects from the list of routes, the system pro-
vides a clearance. Once the pilot approves the clearance,
the clearance is then loaded into the FMS aboard the
aircraft, loaded to the Dynamic Map for future reference,
and optionally printed for the pilot as a paper backup.
This process is done without the need for interaction with
a controller, and can be executed from any device with
internet access several hours prior to the flight, or via the
Dynamic Map once in the cockpit.
[0224] Seventy seventh technical solution is to provide
the pilot best several routes from departing to arriving
airport via the Dynamic Map, thus allowing the pilot to
select from best possible pre-approved route with con-
siderations for future weather and environment changes
(pre-cleared with other systems such as EUROCON-
TROL and FAA). The selected clearance delivery route
is then kept within the dynamic map, without any inter-
action between the pilot and a controller.
[0225] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the hardware,
computers and devices used by the system, including an
aircraft [100] in communication with the Server [300]. The
aircraft [100] includes a FANS communications System
[120] and a Controller-Pilot Data Link Communications
(CPDLC) [110]. FANS [120] and the FMS [130] both send
and receive messages to and from the Server [300] via
WCL [600]. The FANS [120] relays Control Messages
between the Server [300] and the FMS [130] and/or au-
topilot [150]. The CPDLC [110] relays Control Messages
between the Server [300] and the DAM [161] or CPDL-
CDU [140] to interact with a Pilot. The Interactive con-
troller Module ICM [330] is connected to the Server [300]
and allows an ATC to interact and manage AMS [320]
operations within the AAATCS. Landing Gear Reporting
Cameras (LGRC) [355] are connected to the Server [300]
and send images to the AMS [320] to confirm the landing
gear is locked. Emergency Dispatch Module (EDM) [331]
notifies emergency personnel in the event of an emer-
gency operation or when AMS [320] detected the landing
gear is not locked. Radar [351] and Global Positioning
System (GPS) [352] are connected to the Server [300]
and provide the AMS [320] updated aircraft location and
altitude for within or near the Airport. Aircraft Reporting
Sensors (APRS) [353] are connected to the Server [300]
and send a signal to the AMS [320] when an aircraft is
in range. Movement Detection Cameras (MDC) [354] are
connected to the Server [300] and provide the AMS [320]
with images of taxiways and junctions for identifying traf-
fic congestions or hotspots. AMS[320] is connected to
the AFL (airfield lighting) [10] for flashing applicable lights
to each aircraft for its own operation.
[0226] FIG. 2 is a diagram that further illustrates the
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data flow between the Server [300] and each of the com-
puters and systems [110,120,130, 140 and 150] aboard
the aircraft [100]. The AMS [320] processes system Con-
trol Messages and sends them to all other equipment
through the server [300]. The ICM [330] allows the ATC
to send and receive Control Messages to and from the
AMS [320] via the Server [300]. The EDM [331] receives
Control Messages from the AMS [320] via the Server
[300]. The CPDLCDU [140] permits the pilot to receive
and send Control Messages to and from the AMS [320]
or through DAM [161] via the Server [300], GBCE [310]
and FANS [120], for example, the AMS [320] sends a
"Landing clearance" Control Message [FIG. 13] to the
aircraft [100] and the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] will
display the associated data [FIG. 39]. The Autopilot [150]
sends and receives messages to and from the Server
[300] via FANS [120] and/or FMS [130], for example, the
Server [300] sends a Control Message to the FANS [120]
and/or FMS [130] to turn on the autopilot [150] and lock
access to it if the aircraft [100] deviates from its course
or when the aircraft [100] is squawking any type of dis-
tress code (7500 for example). The FMS [130] sends and
receives Control Messages to and from the Server [300]
via FANS [120]. For example, the Server [300] sends a
Control Message to the FMS [130] with rerouting instruc-
tions to execute in the case of a Missed Approach or a
hijack. Alternatively, the Server [300] sends a Control
Message to a DAM (Dynamic Map) [160] aboard an Air-
side Object [400] or at a remote location controlling an
Airside Object [400], the Control
[0227] FIG. 3a illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in send-
ing a Control Message (CM) to an aircraft for FMS[140],
FANS [120] or CPDLCU [140]. The process is used for
sending equipment onboard an aircraft [100] a command
for execution or, to communicate with the flight crew via
the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140]. 3002 processes the
incoming request to send a CM, including the message
type and associated data [FIG. 5] to be sent with the CM.
3003 processes the data to be included within the CM
and 3004 formats the CM data for use at the destination
(DAM [161] or FANS [120] and/or FMS [130] and/or CP-
DLCDU [140] and/or autopilot [150]). Once a CM is ready
to send, 3005 encrypts the CM for safe transmission and,
3006 transmits the CM to the equipment aboard the air-
craft [100] via WCL [600] through GBCE [350] as shown
in FIG. 4. To ensure the CM was transmitted successfully
in 3006, once the destination equipment (DAM [161] or
FANS [120] and/or FMS [130] and/or CPDLCDU [140])
onboard the aircraft [100] receives the CM, a CM is gen-
erated by the destination equipment (DAM [161] or FANS
[120] or FMS [130] or CPDLCDU [140]), and a response
code is sent back [FIG. 6] to 3007. If the received CM in
3007 was unsuccessful, the message is encrypted again
in 3005 and retransmitted in 3006 until the CM is received
and a confirmation is returned to 3007. Once the CM was
sent successfully to the aircraft [100], the AMS [320]
awaits a response from the aircraft [100]. Depending on

the type of CM sent by 3006, when the sent CM type is
for the flight crew (3009), the DAM [161] deciphers and
displays the CM content, or CPDLC [110] deciphers the
CM and display CM content on the CPDLCDU [140]
(3012). A code for success or fail is returned by 3013 to
the AMS [320] via a CM in 3014 for possible further
processing. A tone notification is generated by 3016 if
the sent CM requires one (3015). When the sent CM was
for the FANS [120], it is deciphered by the FANS [120],
and processed. When the sent CM type was for the FMS
[130], it is deciphered by the FMS [130] and processed.
When the sent CM was for the autopilot [150], it is deci-
phered by the FMS [130] and sent to the autopilot [150]
for processing. When a sent CM is directed at the FANS
[120] or FMS [130] or autopilot [150], a code for success
or fail is returned by 3011 to the AMS [320] via a CM in
3014 for possible further processing and a tone notifica-
tion is generated by 3016 if the sent CM requires one
(3015). For example, the process is called by process
2107 [FIG. 21] to send a runway crossing CM. Process
3002 looks for the code associated with the "cross run-
way" and outputs "1002". 3003 processes the runway
and junction data required for the "1002" CM. Process
3004 formats the CM and produces an output of:
"1002;140;24L;A1", 1002 is the CM code, 140 is for the
CPDLCDU, and, 24L; is the runway and A1 is the junction
on runway24L. 3005 encrypts the CM and outputs data
in an unreadable form to humans, such as
"BN4Q2W62YGF47NIQ3W3F" (as an example). 3006
transmits the said encrypted CM by 3005. 3007 receives
the code 2101 from the FANS [120] as a confirmation
the CM was received. The FANS [120] decrypts the en-
crypted CM in 3007, and sends it to the DAM [161] for
display or CPDLC [110] in 3009 for display by the CP-
DLCDU [140] in 3012. The CPDLCDU [140] display was
successful in 3013, 3015 processes the CM code to con-
firm a tone notification is needed. 3016 sounds a notifi-
cation tone. 3014 returns a success code to the AMS
[320] by 3017 after the display on the DAM [161] or CP-
DLCDU [140] in 3012 and tone notification in 3016 are
complete, and the process of sending and confirming the
CM transmission is complete.
[0228] Fig. 3b illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in send-
ing a Control Message (CM) to an aircraft for the
DAM[161], where the process is similar, however, the
infrastructure used, as shown in Fig. where Air/ground
communication using the CCS[160] is used to commu-
nicate between the server [300] and DAM[161] aboard
the aircraft. In addition, as seen in FIG. 2, DAM [161]
interfaces and is able to exchange control messages with
onboard avionics such as the FMS and FANS [120], and
alike.
[0229] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of the data
communication to further illustrate FIG. 3a in methods
involved in sending a Control Message (CM) between
the AMS [320] and the various onboard aircraft equip-
ment [110,120,130,140,150,160,161]. All ATC com-
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mands are processed as a CM within AMS [320], and
are sent to an aircraft [100] FANS [120] or DAM [161] or
CPDLC [110] for the CPDLCDU [140] via the server [300].
The data flow between the server [300] and an aircraft
[100] is through the GBCE [310] via WCL [600] or AGC
[610]. For example, when a runway crossing CM is proc-
essed [FIG. 21], a CM is generated [FIG. 3] and the CM
is sent from the server [300] to the DAM [161] or CPDL-
CDU [140] via the GBCE [310], transmitted to the aircraft
[100] via the WCL [600]. Once the CM is transmitted to
the aircraft, it is received by the equipment based on the
WCL protocol. In the case of a runway crossing CM, the
DAM [161] receives and displays the takeoff clearance
information, or CPDLC [110] receives the CM and sends
it to the CPDLCDU [140] for displaying the takeoff clear-
ance information. The output of the CM in process 3004
prior to the encryption would be: "1002;140;24L;A1",
1002 is the CM code, 140 is for the CPDLCDU, and, 24L;
is the runway and A1 is the junction on runway 24L. Al-
ternately the CM [FIG. 3] is generated and the CM is sent
from the server [300] to the CPDLCDU [140] via the
GBCE [310], transmitted to the airside object [400] via
the WCL [600]. Once the CM is transmitted to the aircraft,
it is received by the equipment based on the WCL pro-
tocol. In the case of a runway crossing CM, the DAM
[160] receives the CM and interprets the CM and per-
forms either the displaying of the information on the
screen , or alerting via an audible or visual alert, or exe-
cutes a command within the DAMS related to the CM,
as an example to display a selection menu for the oper-
ator.
[0230] FIG. 5 lists an example of Control Messages
(CM) sent to the aircraft [100] by the AMS [320]. Each
CM includes a reference code used in decoding a CM
aboard the aircraft [100]. The list also illustrates the des-
tination of each message sent by the AMS [320] and the
data included within the message processed by process-
es 3003 and 3004 [FIG. 3]. The format of the CM message
is: Code;Destination;data1;data2;data3..dataN. For ex-
ample, code 1001 is for the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU
[140] aboard the aircraft [100] and is an ATC directive to
hold short of a particular runway junction to be displayed
on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] as shown in FIG.
34. The CM output of process 3004 [FIG. 3] is:
1001;140;24L;A1. 1001 is the CM code, 140 is the code
for the CPDLCDU, 24L;A1 is the junction of runway 24L
at A1. Each CM includes a reference code used by the
AMS [320] CM from the aircraft [100]. The list also illus-
trates the destination of each message sent by the AMS
[320] and the data included within the message proc-
essed by ?
[0231] FIG. 6 lists an example of incoming Control
Messages (CM) sent to the AMS [320] from any onboard
aircraft equipment [110,120,130,140]. The list also illus-
trates the source of each message sent to the AMS [320]
for processing. For example, After the AMS [320] sends
a code 1003 [FIG. 5] to "lineup and wait" to the CPDCLDU
[140], the Pilot will confirm the ATC directive by selecting

"Lining up" [FIG. 35] and the CPDCLDU [140] will return
code 1901.
[0232] FIG. 7 lists an example of supported ATC com-
mands processed by the AMS [320] as voice commands
over the ATC radio frequency. For example, when a take-
off clearance is issued in process 1207 [FIG. 12] by the
AMS [320] to the Pilot of flight AC4554 over the DAM
[161] or CPDLCDU [140] [FIG. 36a] or DAM [161] to take-
off [FIG. 36b] from runway 24L at Alpha junction with
departure RNAV SID LOREN, A voice command is gen-
erated by process 1208 over the ATC frequency say-
ing"AC4554, Cleared for takeoff runway 24L AT ALPHA,
RNAV LOREN".
[0233] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of locations for the
various Aircraft Position Reporting Devices (APRD)
[350], in relation to a runway and taxiway, used by the
AMS [320] for updating the Aircraft Locations Database
[1010]. The use of a sensor within the illustration may
refer to an aircraft [100] location reported by a satellite
or a radar device as oppose to a physical sensor. The
APRD [350] includes: Aircraft Position Reporting Sen-
sors (APRS) [353]; Movement Detection Cameras
(MDC) [354]; Landing Gear Reporting Cameras (LGRC)
[355]. APRS [353] locations are at the start of the runway,
the touchdown, the lineup area if different from the touch-
down area; and, on any exit or crossing or ramp from
either direction on either side. In addition to the above,
an APRS [353] is placed every 250 feet along the runway
starting from the runway pavement, regardless of the
marking. The APRS [353] at the end of the lineup position
sends a signal to the AMS [320] every time the lineup
area has been triggered by either a landing or departing
aircraft [100], this signals the AMS [320] the next takeoff
can lineup on the runway. Additional APRS [353] at tax-
iway junctions and runway exits signal AMS [320] when
an aircraft exits the runway. The additional APRS [353]
placed along the runway every 250 feet signal the AMS
[320] of the current location on the runway for calculating
breaking speeds and runway exits while an aircraft is
landing or aborting a takeoff [FIG. 51].
[0234] APRS [353] are also placed at all taxiway junc-
tions and every 100 feet along each taxiway from the
start of any taxiway pavement or junction, regardless of
the markings. APRS [353] at taxiway junctions send a
signal to the AMS [320] every time an aircraft passes its
range, allowing AMS [320] to determine if an aircraft com-
pleted crossing a junction [FIG. 54] and directing the next
aircraft [100] to cross the junction. Additional APRS [353]
placed along the taxiway every 100 feet to signal the
AMS [320] of the current location of an aircraft, allowing
AMS [320] to calculate aircraft progress on a taxiway
[FIG. 52], and predicting the taxiway congestions level
[FIG. 23].
[0235] MDC [354] is a physical digital camera capturing
images and is placed at every taxiway junction, providing
images to the AMS [320] for calculating junction conges-
tions and hotspots [FIG. 55] along with the APRS [353]
at taxiway junctions. The LGRC [355] is a physical high-
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speed digital camera capturing images of the landing
gear of a landing aircraft. Each image is sent to the AMS
[320] for processing to confirm the landing gear is locked
[FIG. 56]. When the landing gear is not confirmed to be
locked, the AMS communicate a go-around command
[FIG. 16] to an aircraft [100] and/or an alert notification
through the ICM [330] to a standby ATC to reconfirm if
the landing gear is locked.
[0236] FIG. 9 illustrates an example for a typical Airport
topology, with Server [300] connectivity with ICM [330],
EDM [331] and SAMM [339]. Typically, an ICM [330] is
at every ATC position, including; departure ATC; arrivals
ATC; and Ground ATC. There is no physical limit to the
number of ICM [330] stations aside network restrictions
such as IP addressing and alike. An EDM [331] is typically
placed at every Emergency unit, including; Fire station;
ambulance post or station; security post or station; and
Police post or station. There is no physical limit to the
number of EDM [331] stations aside network restrictions
such as IP addressing and alike. A SAMM [339] is typi-
cally placed at every airline operations facility, There is
no physical limit to the overall number of SAMM [339]
stations not the number of SAMM [339] stations per air-
line facility, aside network restrictions such as IP ad-
dressing and alike.
[0237] FIG. 10 illustrates the relationships between the
various database categories used by AMS [320]. The
databases include: Airport layout [1001]; Airport depar-
tures [1002]; Airport arrivals [1003]; Airline gates [1004];
Preferred taxiway routes [1005]; Aircraft locations [1010];
Runway conditions [1011] ; Taxiway conditions [1012] ;
Junction conditions [1013] ; updated flight schedules
[1014] ; sensor an camera information [1015]; and cal-
culated current and future optimal pushback times, opti-
mal taxi speeds and routing times [1016]. To increase
the clarity of the invention, each data category within the
system is shown as a separate database. In practice, the
data may reside in a single database or split into several
databases in any combination. Airport layout database
[1001] stores the Airport static data for locations and pro-
cedures, including; names of runways, taxiways and
junctions ; ATC frequencies, zones, perimeters and
handoff points; preferred runways, runway RNAV SIDs,
and missed approach procedures for each runway; and
taxiway routes; known congestion areas and hotspots.
The data is entered during the Airport setup process, but
is easily managed by authorized personnel through the
ICM [330]. Airport departures database [1002] stores up-
coming and current departure flights, from one hour prior
to the departure through thirty minutes after the aircraft
was handed-off to departure ATC. The scheduling data
is automatically updated from several sources, including:
ICM [330]; SAMM [339]; the Airport scheduling system;
IATA and/or ICAO systems; and, depending on the ge-
ographic location, from the National or Continental Flight
Grid. The main reason for storing data one hour prior to
scheduled departure is the need for the system to proc-
ess anticipated runway use, including the prediction

processing runway capacity balancing and takeoff to
landing ratios [FIG. 58]; predicting taxiway congestions
[FIG. 23]; and avoiding the taxiway congestions and
hotspots [FIG. 34]. The main reason for retaining data
for aircrafts thirty minutes after handoff to departure ATC
is the possibility of a non-scheduled landing when a de-
parting aircraft has an emergency. Airport arrivals data-
base [1003] stores upcoming and current arriving flights,
from thirty minutes prior to scheduled touchdown, until
the flight is closed. The scheduling data is automatically
updated from several sources, including: ICM [330];
SAMM [339]; and the Airport scheduling system. The
main reason for storing data thirty minutes prior to sched-
uled touchdown is the need for the system to process
anticipated runway use, including the prediction process-
ing of runway capacity balancing and takeoff to landing
ratios [FIG. 58]; predicting taxiway congestions [FIG. 23];
and avoiding the taxiway congestions and hotspots [FIG.
24] on the way from the runway to the gate. Airline gates
database [1004] stores common relationships between
gates and airline operators to assist the AMS [320] in
processing routing and predicting congestion areas with-
in the Airport. The Preferred taxiway database [1005]
stores historical and current data for every taxiway com-
bination at different hours, congestion levels and week-
days, AMS [320] uses the data to calculate congestions
and hotspots [FIG. 55], as well as allow pilots to select
from a list of routes [FIG. 44]. Runway conditions data-
base [1011] stores updated information for each runway
at the Airport including: runway conditions; latest break-
ing action reported by each aircraft type; relevant turbu-
lence information from current or previous runway oper-
ation; preferred RNAV SIDs; current wind direction and
speed; areas of debris on the runway; runway status; ILS
status; current ATC frequencies; and, locations of bird
alerts. The information from the runway conditions data-
base is typically used within MS [320] methods and proc-
esses to provide Pilots with current information for the
runway operation. The Taxiway conditions database
[1012] is typically used for storing current status of each
taxiway, current congestion levels and future expected
traffic, and used by processes for determining best rout-
ing to and from runways.
[0238] FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issu-
ing a "lineup and wait" ATC command to an aircraft. 1102
receives current data from the aircraft locations database
[1010] on any aircraft currently on the runway or any air-
craft that will be landing on the runway shortly. 1103 fur-
ther checks if the aircraft has passed the lineup area
where the next aircraft to takeoff will be. If the aircraft has
not passed the lineup position in 1103, it means there is
a landing operation taking place and need to wait 1104,
and recheck again for aircraft positions 1102. As long as
the runway is either clear or a landing aircraft has passed
the lineup area, 1105 receives from the aircraft locations
database [1010] the closest aircraft to the runway waiting
for a takeoff operation. 1106 is processed as a "line-up
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and wait" Control Message through process 3001 [FIG.
3] and, 1107 outputs a "line-up and wait" voice command
over the ATC frequency directed at the flight crew aboard
the aircraft. The above example supports "line-up and
wait" from any runway junction, for example, "line-up and
wait runway 24L at ALPHA". In addition, the process sup-
ports the "expedite" directive within the control message
and voice commands. 1108 displays the message data
on the DAM[161] or CPDLCDU[140]. 1109 outputs the
audio equivalent in pilot’s selected language.
[0239] FIG. 12 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issu-
ing a takeoff clearance ATC command to an aircraft. 1202
receives current data from the aircraft locations database
[1010] on any aircraft currently on the runway. 1203
checks if there are any aircraft received by the 1202 proc-
ess. If there is an aircraft on the runway, there is a need
to wait 1204, and recheck again for aircraft positions
1202. As long as the runway is clear 1204 receives from
the database [1011] the latest runway conditions appli-
cable for the takeoff operation including; wind direction
and speed; and possible alert on birds. 1206 receives
aircraft departure data including the RNV SID or depar-
ture heading and/or initial climb altitude, and, contact in-
formation for departure ATC including frequency and al-
titude for switching to the departure ATC frequency. 1206
includes turbulence advisory from previous runway op-
eration when relevant, 1207 creates a takeoff clearance
Control Message processed by 3001 [FIG. 3], and 1208
outputs the takeoff clearance ATC directive over the ATC
radio frequency. The process supports takeoff clearance
from any runway junction, for example, "cleared for take-
off runway 24L at ALPHA". In addition, the process sup-
ports the "immediate" and "expedite" directives within the
control message and voice commands.
[0240] FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issu-
ing a landing clearance ATC command to an aircraft.
1302 receives current data from the aircraft locations da-
tabase [1010] on any aircraft currently on the runway.
1303 checks if there is any aircraft received by the 1202
process. If there is an aircraft on the runway, there is a
need to issue go around Control Message 1314 using
process 1601 [FIG. 16]. If there is no aircraft on the run-
way, 1304 gets the runway conditions applicable for the
landing operation including; wind direction and speed;
and possible alert on birds. 1305 gets the assigned gate,
associated runway exit and ATC Ground frequency. 1306
adds turbulence advisory information if applicable and
1308 outputs the landing clearance ATC directive over
the ATC radio frequency if a landing clearance is issues.
If a landing clearance is not given in time, 1309 outputs
a go-around or missed approach ATC directive over the
ATC radio frequency.
[0241] FIG. 14 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in up-
dating DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] while an aircraft is
rolling during a takeoff operation with the possibility the

takeoff will be aborted. After the flight crew aboard an
aircraft [100] confirms the takeoff clearance 1402 by
manually actuating the button [141] associated with the
"rolling" function on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140].
1403 receives all possible runway exits from the Airport
Layout Database [1001] in case the takeoff is aborted
and needs to exit the runway. 1404 receives the latest
aircraft location from the aircraft location database
[1010], 1405 checks if the aircraft is still rolling or airborne.
If the aircraft is no longer on the runway, the process
ends. Once 1405 determined the aircraft is still on the
runway, 1406 receives from the airport conditions data-
base [1011] the latest runway conditions applicable for
the takeoff operation, including turbulence from previous
runway operation, wind direction and speed and possible
alert on birds. 1407 calculates the possible exits in case
the takeoff is aborted. 1408 checks if there are any chang-
es since the last message sent to the DAM [161] or CP-
DLCDU [140], if there are no changes since the last up-
date sent to the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] the proc-
ess waits for a few seconds 1412 and restarts by receiv-
ing the latest Aircraft Position 1404. If there were changes
since the last update sent to the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU
[140], 1409 prepares a new DAM [161] or CPDLCDU
[140] message containing any changes in the runway
conditions from 1406 and, with the exit information from
1407 in case the takeoff is aborted. 1410 sends the Con-
trol Message to DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] for dis-
play, 1411 displays the updated information on the DAM
[161] or CPDLCDU [140] for the flight crew. The process
waits for a few seconds 1412, and restarts by receiving
the latest Aircraft Position 1404. The process continues
for as long as the aircraft is on the runway unless the
takeoff was aborted or the aircraft is airborne.
[0242] FIG. 15 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in up-
dating DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] while an aircraft is
breaking during a landing operation. Once the landing
aircraft [100] is over the runway area, regardless if a
touchdown occurred, 1502 gets the available exits for
the runway in use. 1503 is constantly updated with the
latest aircraft [100] location on the runway from the Air-
craft Location Database [1010], 1504 determines if the
aircraft has landed and has started breaking. 1505 stops
flashing the exit AFL (airfield lighting) [10] [FIG. 30] if
1504 has determined that the aircraft is no longer on the
runway and the process is terminated. 1507 gets the lat-
est runway conditions from the Runway Conditions Da-
tabase [1011] and 1508 receives the updated list of avail-
able runway exists from process 5101 [FIG. 51]. 1510
compares the latest data with the last sent Control Mes-
sage stored in 1409. If there is no change from last sent
Control Message in 1510,1514 waits and restarts the
process from 1503 for as long as the aircraft is landing,
breaking or is still on the runway. If the latest information
is different than the last sent Control Message [1510]
stored in 1409, 1511 stores the latest Control Message
in 1509 for the next time 1510 is executed. Once 1511
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stores the latest Control Message in 1509, 1512 uses
process 3001 [FIG. 3] to display the latest information to
the flight crew [FIG. 40]. The exit lights processed by
1508 will flash for as long as the aircraft [100] has not
passed the exit or cleared the runway. As 1508 output
changes an exit, the prior exit AFL (airfield lighting) [10]
stop flashing. 1514 waits and restarts the process from
1503 for as long as the aircraft is landing, breaking or is
still on the runway.
[0243] FIG. 16 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
managing a Go-Around or Missed Approach. Once a Pi-
lot requests a Go-Around or a Missed Approach, 1602
gets information associated to missed approach and go-
around from the Airport Layout Database [1001]. 1603
decides on a missed approach or go-around based on
the incoming request. For Go-Around, 1604 sends a con-
firmation through process 3001 [FIG. 3] to update the
DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] with relevant information
associated to the Go-Around [FIG. 42], 1605 outputs a
"Go-Around" voice command over the ATC frequency
directed at the flight crew aboard the aircraft. In addition,
1606 notifies the departure ATC of the go-around through
the ICM [330] display and 1607 sounds a tone associated
to a go-around over the ICM [330] to ensure the departure
ATC is notified. For a Missed Approach, 1610 sends a
confirmation through process 3001 [FIG. 3] to update the
DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] with relevant information
associated to the Missed Approach [FIG. 41], 1611 out-
puts a "Missed Approach" voice command over the ATC
frequency directed at the flight crew aboard the aircraft.
In addition, 1612 notifies the departure ATC of the Missed
Approach through the ICM [330] display and 1613sounds
the tone associated to a Missed Approach over the ICM
[330] to ensure the departure ATC is notified. In both Go-
Around and Missed Approach, 1608 flashes the runway
lights [FIG. 31] to notify the pilot not to land.
[0244] FIG. 17 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
accepting an aircraft handoff from Approach ATC. The
ATC selects the aircraft to handoff via the ICM [330] 1702,
the ICM [330] sends the AMS [320] a handoff request for
the aircraft 1703, 1704 receives the latest location and
speed from the aircraft from the location database [1010]
for the aircraft being handed off. 1705 calculates if there
is enough time to handle the aircraft after the handoff.
1706 decides to accept the handoff based on the calcu-
lations in 1705. If 1706 decides to accept the handoff,
1707 sends the ICM [330] a message for accepting the
handoff operation. Once the handoff is accepted, 1708
displays the handoff was accepted on the ICM [330] and
sounds an audio tone associated with accepting a hand-
off 1709. If 1706 decides there is not enough time to
handle the aircraft, 1711 further checks ATC allows au-
tomated go-around if a handoff is refused. If ATC allows
automated go-around and, if a handoff is refused, 1707
sends the ICM [330] a message for accepting the handoff
operation, 1708 displays the handoff was accepted on

the ICM [330] and sounds an audio tone associated with
accepting a handoff 1709. 1715 will issue a go-around
directive via process 1601 [FIG. 16] when 1711 checks
if ATC allows for automated go-around on refused hand-
offs. If 1711 outputs false, 1712 sends the ICM [330] a
message for refusing the handoff operation. Once the
handoff is refused, 1713 displays the handoff was re-
fused on the ICM [330] and sounds an audio tone asso-
ciated with refusing a handoff 1714. 1715 checks if a
control message should be issued for either a go-around
or missed approach.
[0245] FIG. 18 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with an
aircraft handoff operation to Departure. Once an aircraft
is airborne, 1802 receives the latest Departures handoff
altitude and frequency associated with the runway. 1803
receives the altitude of the aircraft, and 1804 checks for
the aircraft altitude to be above the handoff altitude from
1802. As long as the aircraft has not reached the handoff
altitude, the aircraft altitude is checked every few sec-
onds in 1805. Once the aircraft reached the handoff al-
titude, AMS [320] sends ICM [330] a handoff request
message 1806, to display to the ATC for acceptance
1807 and sound a tone associated with a handoff request
1708. Once the ATC accepts the aircraft handoff request
from the ICM [330] in 1809 over the ICM [330], the ICM
[330] sends AMS [320] a message of handoff acceptance
1811, and sounds a tone to the ATC over the ICM [330]
associated with a handoff acceptance 1813. Until ATC
accepts the handoff in 1809, 1810 waits and redisplays
the handoff request 1807 and sounds the handoff request
tone in 1808 every few seconds.
[0246] FIG. 19 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
automatically accepting an aircraft handoff from Ground
ATC. Once ATC selected the aircraft for handoff [100]
through the ICM [330] 1902, the ICM [330] sends a
ground handoff request to AMS [320] 1903, 1904 accepts
the handoff and adds to the overall workload of the AMS
[320] and displays the success in 1905. The ICM [330]
displays the handoff acceptance to the ATC 1705 and
sounds a tone to the ATC over the ICM [330] associated
with a handoff acceptance 1706. Depending on regula-
tions, it is typical for Pilots switch to Ground ATC frequen-
cies and the handoff between Controllers is not required.
[0247] FIG. 20 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with an
aircraft handoff operation to Ground ATC. Once an air-
craft has crossed the runway or is exiting the runway from
a landing, 2002 receives the ATC frequency associated
with the runway. 2003 receives the aircraft position, and
2004 checks for the location of the aircraft in relation to
the handoff location from 2002. As long as the aircraft
has not reached the handoff location, the aircraft location
is rechecked every few seconds 2005. Once the aircraft
reached the handoff location, AMS [320] sends ICM [330]
a handoff request message 2006, to display to the ATC
for acceptance 2007 and sound a tone associated with
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a handoff request 2008. Once the ATC accepts the air-
craft handoff request from the ICM [330] in 2009 over the
ICM [330], the ICM [330] sends AMS [320] a message
of handoff acceptance 2011, displays the acceptance in
2012 and sounds a tone to the ATC over the ICM [330]
associated with a handoff acceptance 2013. Until ATC
accepts the handoff in 2009, 2010 waits and redisplays
the handoff request 2007 and sounds the handoff request
tone in 2008 every few seconds. Depending on regula-
tions, it is typical for Pilots to switch from Ground frequen-
cy and the handoff between Controllers is not required.
[0248] FIG. 21 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in Tim-
ing runway crossings during landing operations. 2102
gets the exits and taxiways associated to the runway from
the Airport Layout Database [1001]. 2103 gets current
runway operation and the next scheduled landing from
the Aircraft Location Database [1010]. 2104 checks if
there is any aircraft rolling or is during a landing and did
not passed the crossing junction. As long as 2104 outputs
false, 2105 waits and retries to check in 2103 of any air-
craft operations. Once a takeoff roll or a landing passed
the crossing junction, 2106 will further check is there is
sufficient time to complete the crossing operation prior
to the next operation. If there isn’t enough time, 2105 will
wait and locations of other aircraft operations will be re-
checked again in 2103. Once 2106 calculates there is
enough time to cross the runway, 2107 uses process
3001 [FIG. 3] to display the Pilot the ATC command to
cross the Runway. In addition, 2108 outputs a "cross run-
way" voice command over the ATC frequency directed
at the flight crew aboard the aircraft. 2109 sends signal
to the AFL [10] and flashed the lights at the crossings.
[0249] FIG. 22 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in si-
multaneously managing multiple runway operations.
2202 retrieves active runways in use from the Airport
Layout Database [1001]. 2203 extracts all taxiways for
each of the active runways from the Airport Layout Da-
tabase [1001]. 2204 retrieves the next 10 scheduled land-
ings and 2205 retrieves the next 2 takeoffs for each of
the active runways from the Aircraft Locations Database
[1010]. 2206 retrieves the updated runway conditions for
each of the active runways from the Runway Conditions
Database [1011]. Once all the data is pulled, 2207 cal-
culates the time when an aircraft on each of the runways
used for takeoffs will be airborne. After 2007 calculates
airborne time for each of the active runways, 2208 checks
for the next takeoff scheduled for each of the runways.
As long as there are no scheduled takeoffs left on any of
the active runways, the process is complete 2209. For
as long as there are still scheduled takeoffs on any of the
runways, 2210 checks if there is enough time to execute
the takeoff operation on each runway. If there is no time
on all of the runways for a takeoff the process is termi-
nated 2209 and 2202 will be executed again after the
next landing on any of the runways. As long as there is
enough time for a takeoff on at least one runway, 2211

will request release from departure ATC using process
5301 [FIG. 53] for each takeoff. For every release ap-
proved by departure ATC 2212, during parallel takeoff
operations without an RNAV SID, 2213 applies the 15
degree rule on the heading of the takeoff. Each of the
takeoffs are handled by process 1201 [FIG. 12]. The proc-
esses is repeated for as long as 2202 calculates there is
enough time for at least one takeoff.
[0250] FIG. 23 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
predicting taxiway congestions and hotspots. 2302 ex-
tracts all runways, taxiways, junctions and routes from
the Airport Layout Database [1001]. 2303 retrieves the
active runways in use. 2304 retrieves the scheduled de-
partures with their assigned routes to the runway from
the Aircraft Location Database [1010]. 2305 retrieves the
scheduled arrivals with their assigned routes after land-
ing from the Aircraft Location Database [1010]. 2306
processes all the assigned routes of all the departures
and arrivals retrieved by 2304 and 2305. 2307 processes
the current locations of all aircrafts moving on taxiways
and runways. Once all the data is readily available for
processing, 2309 calculates the future anticipated posi-
tion for each aircraft for every minute until the flight has
either departed or closed. 2310 readjusts the location of
each aircraft positions based on the number of aircrafts
at each junction at the each point in time. The location
data is stored in 2308 for each aircraft for every minute.
2308 is used internally within the process for in-memory
positions of all airside objects by 5 second intervals for
a period of up-to 240 minutes. 2311 ranks each taxiway
and junction based on the number of aircrafts in the area
and 2312 stores the data for every minute for every tax-
iway and junction to be used by processes associated to
calculating aircraft progress on a taxiway [FIG. 52], cal-
culating junction congestions [FIG. 55], congestion
avoidance [FIG. 24] and allowing a Pilot to select from
preferred list of routes to and from a runway [FIG. 44].
After 2312 stores the data, 2314 forces process 2309 to
be executed sixty times resulting in future congestion da-
ta for sixty minutes available to the above processes.
[0251] FIG. 24 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in avoid-
ing congested taxiways and hotspot crossings when as-
signing routing to and from a runway. 2402 extracts all
runways, taxiways, junctions from the Airport Layout Da-
tabase [1001]. 2403 extracts all available routes based
on origin and destination endpoints. 2404 retrieves the
taxiway and junction congestion data from process 2301
[FIG. 23]. 2405 ranks all origin to destination endpoint
routes based on the congestions and hotspots data. 2406
retrieves the preferred routes for each of the airline from
the Preferred Taxiway Routes Database [1005]. 2407
processes the preferred airline routes with the ranked
routes from 2405 and assigns the best possible route to
the aircraft based on airline preference, anticipated con-
gestion levels, expected taxi time and use of fuel. 2408
calculates the best pushback times for each airside ob-
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ject at a gate or stand by using the output from 2308 [FIG.
23]. 2409 sends the Pilot a routing selection Control Mes-
sage through process 3001 [FIG. 3] and the Pilot can
accept the route of select another route. If a Pilot selects
a different route 2410 through the DAM [161] or CPDL-
CDU [140] as shown in FIG. 44, the selected route will
be assigned 2411.
[0252] FIG. 25 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] to maximize take-
off operations on long runways. 2502 retrieves all sched-
uled departures and assigned takeoff runway from the
Airport Departures Database [1002]. 2503 retrieves all
the runway junctions that can be used for safe takeoff
operations by the type of aircraft from the Airport Layout
Database [1001]. 2504 assigns the new takeoff junction
instead of the default start of runway location. 2505 uses
process 2401 [FIG. 24] to reassign preferred routing to
the runway and 2506 recalculates the estimated time for
takeoff. For example: a runway totaling 11,000 feet with
a junction 3,000 feet from the lineup position has a junc-
tion, leaving 8,000 feet of usable runway pavement. The
8,000 feet provide safe takeoff for a B737 in most con-
ditions. This solution provides optimal use of runway and
more spacing between takeoffs followed by a landing op-
eration.
[0253] FIG. 26 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issu-
ing a turbulence advisory during landing or takeoff clear-
ance, in accordance with an example embodiment, 2602
gets current runway operation from the Aircraft Locations
Database [1010], the process is terminated and if the
aircraft type is not classified as "Heavy" in 2603. If 2604
determines the aircraft classification is Heavy", 2605 re-
trieves the current location of the aircraft. 2606 calculates
the distance between the current operation and the next
takeoff or landing operation. 2607 determines if the tur-
bulence can affect the next landing of takeoff operation.
If 2607 outputs false the process is terminated. If 2607
output is true, 2608 looks if the next operation is a takeoff
or a landing. If the next operation is a takeoff, 2609 adds
a turbulence warning to the Command Message in proc-
ess 1207 [FIG. 12] and 2610 adds a turbulence warning
to the voice buffer in process 1208 [FIG. 12]. If the next
operation is a takeoff, 2611 adds a turbulence warning
to the Command Message in process 1207 [FIG. 12] and
2612 adds a turbulence warning to the voice buffer in
process 1208 [FIG. 12]. For example, a takeoff with a
turbulence warning would include the phrase "caution
turbulence for a departing 747" in both the Command
Message and within the voice takeoff clearance over the
voice ATC.
[0254] FIG. 27 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] for displaying
ATC commands and allowing Pilot confirmation through
the CPDLCDU[140]. 2702 displays the Message sent by
the Command Message from process 3012 [FIG. 3]. A
CPDLC tone notification will sound (3005) every few sec-
onds (2704) to remind the flight crew they need to attend

to the Message on the DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140],
whereby in 2705 the pilot presses one of the illuminated
options buttons from the right of the DAM [161] or CP-
DLCDU [140] (1R,2R,3R,4R,5R,6R). Each of the buttons
(1R,2R,3R,4R,5R,6R) refer to the corresponding dis-
played options on the right side of the DAM [161] or CP-
DLCDU [140], only illuminated buttons can be pressed,
where illuminated buttons have corresponding option
text and non-illuminated do not have corresponding op-
tion text. Once the flight crew press one of the illuminated
buttons 2703, 2706 processes the corresponding illumi-
nated button and outputs the associated code [FIG. 6].
2707 returns the code from 2706 associated to the option
pressed. For example, after a takeoff clearance Control
Message was sent [FIG. 12], The DAM [161] or CPDL-
CDU [140] shows a screen for the takeoff clearance [FIG.
36]. The flight crew can press the button "1R" for con-
firming the aircraft is starting with the takeoff, or button
"3R" to notify that they are unable to start the takeoff roll,
or button "4R" to notify they are aborting the takeoff op-
eration. The Pilot presses the button "1R" to confirm the
aircraft is starting the takeoff roll.
[0255] FIG. 28 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] to automatically
recognize and reply to Pilot requests over ATC voice fre-
quency. 2802 sends the incoming voice to an external
software package that outputs the equivalent text. 2803
looks within the data (2804) for known words that are
within the text. 2805 matches the known commands, if
there are no matches, the process is terminated 2806.
Once there is a match between one of the words from
the known words in 2804 with the incoming text, 2807
retrieves the request code associated with the matched
word. 2808 processes the data associated to the code.
If the code is a request in 2809, depending on the request
type, 2810 retrieves the data from the appropriate data-
base and outputs the data to 2812 converting the text to
a voice. once 2812 converts the data to voice, 2813 will
sound the voice over the ATC radio frequency. If the code
is a confirmation for previous command 2814, 2815 re-
turns the confirmation code to the original process that
is waiting for the confirmation code. If the code is not a
request and is not a confirmation, 2816 executes the
process associated to the code. For example, if a Pilot
presses the button "2R" in the lineup and wait on the
DAM [161] or CPDLCDU [140] as shown in FIG. 35, the
return code would trigger the takeoff clearance in process
1201 [FIG. 12]. Since recognition of Pilot communication
of the voice ATC frequency is an external process (2802),
the words associated to the commands are managed by
modifying the supported request types in the data in
2804. The determining factor for adding words or phrases
is the uniqueness of the sound where each word or
phrase must be unique to ensure the proper functionality
of the external process called by 2802.
[0256] FIG. 29 lists an example of the recognized Pilot
requests and responses over ATC voice frequency sup-
ported by the system. The list includes common termi-
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nology and phrases used in Pilot - ATC communication
and can be modified to suite geographical areas and spe-
cific regulations. For example, in some geographical ar-
eas, "lineup and wait" is addressed as "position and hold".
[0257] FIG. 30 illustrates the location of the exit flash-
ing AFL (airfield lighting) [10] to notify a Pilot where to
exit the runway. The exit flashing AFL (airfield lighting)
[10] are located on both sides of every taxiway on every
crossing. The exit flashing AFL (airfield lighting) [10] is a
group of 5 lights, where the first light starts at the corner
of the runway and the taxiway. The flashing sequencing
is on for a few seconds and off for one second. The se-
quence is repeated until the aircraft has passed the junc-
tion or has exited the taxiway. The exit flashing AFL (air-
field lighting) [10] are typically controlled by processes
1513 [FIG. 15] and 2109 [FIG. 21].
[0258] FIG. 31 illustrates the location of the flashing
AFL (airfield lighting) [10] to notify Pilots of a closed run-
way. The closed runway flashing AFL (airfield lighting)
[10] is a group of lights in a row, located before the start
of the paved runway, the lights are spaced usually be-
tween 10 feet and 300 feet from one another and cover
the complete width of the runway. The flashing sequenc-
ing is on for one second and off for a few seconds. The
closed runway flashing AFL (airfield lighting) [10] are con-
trolled by the Missed Approach and Go-Around process
1608 [FIG. 16].
[0259] FIG. 32 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] to dispatch emer-
gency personnel when the landing gear of an aircraft is
not locked prior to the landing. 3202 retrieves the esti-
mated area the aircraft will touchdown and come to a
complete stop from the Aircraft Positions Database
[1010]. 3203 retrieves the emergency units relates to the
areas from 3202. 3204 sends a notification to the EDM
[331] to display the relevant aircraft information for emer-
gency personnel 3205.In addition to the display of the
information on the EDM [331] with a notification, 3206
sounds the Emergency Announcement System (EAS)
[340] to the EDM [331]. Processes 3204 through 3206
are executed for each emergency unit covering the areas
from 3203. For example, There are two fire stations re-
sponsible for a Runway, one from the touchdown area
to the midfield, and the second from the midfield to the
end of the runway. Since the landing aircraft has been
identified by process 5601 [FIG. 56] to have a landing
gear that is not locked, Both fire stations would be dis-
patched.
[0260] FIG. 33 lists the types of CPDLCDU [140]
screens available to the Pilots and flight crews sent from
the AMS [320]. Illustrations of CPDLCDU [140] screens
include options for flight crew to select. Typically, the op-
tion buttons are on the right labeled: 1R; 2R; 3R; 4R; 5R
and 6R. Also, in most illustrations the 6L button on the
bottom left of the CPDLCDU [140] allows the flight crew
to return to the previously displayed screen. The buttons
1R,2R,3R,4R,5R and 6R are used in process 2701 [FIG.
27] to decode the pressed button to the associated option

code for processing in the AMS [320]. It is important to
stress, that DAM[161] provide the same functionality of
all listed CPDLCU [140] screens, codes and control mes-
sages.
[0261] FIG. 34a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] associated to a "hold short"
ATC directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clearance to
a specific aircraft generated in FIG. 57. After a hold short
directive is issued by ATC, the left side contains the fol-
lowing information: location of where to hold short; as-
signed departure heading or RNAV SID; current wind
direction and speed; frequency and altitude for contacting
departure after airborne. The flight crew can press "1R"
to acknowledge the hold short as a read-back confirma-
tion, or "2R" to inform the system that the aircraft is hold-
ing short at the designated location [1L].
[0262] FIG.34b illustrates an example output of the on-
board DAM[161] with additional information that is una-
vailable on CPDLCU [140], and, providing highest safety
through pilot situational awareness of locations refreshed
surrounding traffic and additional functionality that are
relevant to the operation, and alike, during the same air-
craft operation as described in Fig. 34a.
[0263] FIG. 35a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] associated to a "lineup and
wait" ATC directive on a runway prior to a takeoff clear-
ance to a specific aircraft as generated in FIG. 11. After
a lineup and wait directive is issued by ATC, the left side
contains the following information: current wind direction
and speed; assigned departure heading or RNAV SID;
departure frequency and contact altitude; relevant turbu-
lence information from the last runway operation prior to
the takeoff. The flight crew can press the following but-
tons: "1R" to accept the line-up and wait directive as a
read-back confirmation; "2R" to inform the system as be-
ing ready for the takeoff roll; "3R" to inform the system
of not being ready to line up.
[0264] FIG. 35b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on CPDLCU [140], and, providing highest safe-
ty through pilot situational awareness of locations re-
freshed surrounding traffic and additional functionality
that are relevant to the operation, and alike, during the
same aircraft operation as described in Fig. 35a.
[0265] FIG. 36a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU during the takeoff clearance of an
aircraft as generated in FIG. 12. After a takeoff clearance
is issued by ATC, the left side contains the following in-
formation: current wind direction and speed; relevant tur-
bulence information from the last runway operation prior
to the takeoff; assigned departure heading or RNAV SID;
the takeoff location on the runway; departure frequency
and contact altitude. The flight crew can press the follow-
ing buttons: "1R" to accept the takeoff clearance as a
read-back and inform the system of starting the takeoff
roll; "3R" to inform the system of not being ready to start
the takeoff roll; 4R to inform the system of aborting the
takeoff.
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[0266] FIG. 36b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on CPDLCU [140], and, providing highest safe-
ty through pilot situational awareness of locations re-
freshed surrounding traffic and additional functionality
that are relevant to the operation, and alike, during the
same aircraft operation as described in Fig. 36a.
[0267] FIG. 37a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] after the aircraft starts the take-
off roll as generated in FIG. 14. Once the aircraft starts
the takeoff roll the Left side contains the following infor-
mation: updated current wind direction and speed; rele-
vant turbulence information; assigned departure heading
or RNAV SID; the takeoff location on the runway; depar-
ture frequency and contact altitude. The flight crew can
press the following buttons: "1R" to inform the system
when airborne; "3R" to inform the system of an emergen-
cy; 4R to inform the system of aborting the takeoff.
[0268] FIG. 37b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on CPDLCU [140], and, providing highest safe-
ty through pilot situational awareness of locations re-
freshed surrounding traffic and additional functionality
that are relevant to the operation, and alike, during the
same aircraft operation as described in Fig. 37a.
[0269] FIG. 38a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] after the aircraft is airborne,
Once the aircraft is airborne, the left side contains the
following information: updated current wind direction and
speed; relevant turbulence information; assigned depar-
ture heading or RNAV SID; the initial climb altitude; de-
parture frequency and contact altitude. The flight crew
can press the following buttons: "1R" to inform the system
of switching to departure frequency; "3R" to inform the
system of not being ready to start the takeoff roll; 4R to
inform the system of an emergency.
[0270] FIG. 38b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on CPDLCU [140], to provide highest possible
situational awareness of locations for emergency exits,
updated surrounding traffic and additional functionality
that are relevant to the operation, and alike, during the
same aircraft operation as described in Fig. 38a.
[0271] FIG. 39a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU device that shows a generated ATC
command and associated information for a landing clear-
ance to a specific aircraft generated in FIG. 13. Once an
aircraft is issued a landing clearance, the left side con-
tains the following information: updated current wind. di-
rection and speed; relevant turbulence information; run-
way clearance; runway conditions and latest breaking
action reported by same or similar aircraft type; assigned
exit and ground frequency to contact after exiting the run-
way. The flight crew can press the following buttons: "1R"
to confirm the landing clearance as a read-back; "2R"
request a different runway exit or full runway [FIG. 43];
"3R’ select a routing [FIG. 44]; "4R" inform the system of
a missed approach; "5R" inform the system of a go-

around.
[0272] FIG. 39b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on the CPDLCU [140], to provide additional
functionality and highest possible situational awareness
during the same aircraft operation as described in Fig.
39a.
[0273] FIG. 40a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] device that shows the update
sent to the CPDLCDU [140] for a breaking operation of
a landing aircraft generated in FIG. 15. The left side con-
tains the following information: assigned exit; ground fre-
quency to contact once cleared the runway. The flight
crew can press the following buttons: "1R" to inform the
system of clearing the runway; "2R" request a different
runway exit or full runway [FIG. 43]; "3R" request routing
[FIG. 44]; "4R" report breaking action [FIG. 45]; "5R" re-
port runway conditions [FIG. 46].
[0274] FIG. 40b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on the CPDLCU [140], to provide additional
functionality and highest possible situational awareness
during the same aircraft operation as described in Fig.
40a.
[0275] FIG. 41a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] device that shows the informa-
tion displayed during a generated in FIG. 16. The left side
contains the following information: published missed ap-
proach type; climb altitude and heading if different from
runway heading; direct to a NAVAID name or any pub-
lished pattern for the missed approach; frequency to con-
tact. The flight crew can press the following buttons: "1R"
to inform the system of switching to another frequency;
"3R" to inform the system of being unable to execute the
missed approach; "4R" to declare an emergency and
land.
[0276] FIG. 41b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on the CPDLCU [140], to provide additional
functionality and highest possible situational awareness
during the same aircraft operation as described in Fig.
41a.
[0277] FIG. 42a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] device that shows the informa-
tion displayed for a Go-Around operation generated in
FIG. 16. The left side contains the following information:
go-around type; climb altitude; heading if different from
runway heading; frequency to contact. The flight crew
can press the following buttons: "1R" to inform the system
of switching to another frequency; "3R" to inform the sys-
tem of being unable to execute the missed approach;
"4R" to declare an emergency and land.
[0278] FIG. 42b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on the CPDLCU [140], to provide additional
functionality and highest possible situational awareness
during the same aircraft operation as described in Fig.
42a.
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[0279] FIG. 43a illustrates an example output of the
onboard CPDLCDU [140] device that allows flight crew
to request a runway exit from a list of exits generated by
FIG. 50. The left side contains the available exits. The
flight crew can select any of the buttons corresponding
to the exit. "1R" for A full runway, "2R" for ALPHA exit,
"3R" for DELTA exit, "4R" for ECHO exit. The right side
of the CPDLCDU [140] is when more than 5 exits are
available.
[0280] FIG. 43b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM[161] with additional information that is un-
available on CPDLCU [140], and, providing highest safe-
ty through pilot situational awareness of locations re-
freshed surrounding traffic and additional functionality
that are relevant to the operation, and alike, during the
same aircraft operation as described in Fig. 43a.
[0281] FIG. 44 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows flight crew to
select a routing from a list of routes generated by FIG.
24. The left side contains up to 5 routes. Each route in-
cludes the estimated time for the complete route as well
as the congestion level (low, med, high), route path with
taxiways, junctions and runway crossings. The flight crew
can select any of the buttons from the left that have cor-
responding routes. In this example, 1L,2L and 3L can be
pressed as they have corresponding routes. Buttons 4L
and 5L do not have corresponding routes and are not
usable.
[0282] FIG. 45 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report a runway breaking action, handled by FIG. 59.
The left side allows flight crew to press one of buttons
that correspond to one of the following breaking action
types: "1L" very good; "2L" good; "3L" average or fair;
"4L" bad; "5L" very bad or NIL.
[0283] FIG. 46 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report runway conditions, handled by FIG. 60. The left
side allows flight crew to press one of buttons that cor-
respond to one of the following runway conditions: "1L"
dry; "2L"wet or water; "3L" icy; "4L" snow cover; "5L"flood-
ed. Some regions have additional runway condition types
that can be added on the display, such as oily, slush,
sand and mud.
[0284] FIG. 47 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report bird activity handled by FIG. 61. All buttons num-
bered 1 through 5 are used on both sides of the CPDL-
CDU. Flight crew can select from any of the correspond-
ing locations from one of the following buttons: 1L; 2L;
3L; 4L; 5L; 1R; 2R; 3R; 4R; and 5R. each of the buttons
refer to a location in reference to the runway.
[0285] FIG. 48 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report debris on runway handled by FIG. 62. All buttons
numbered 1 through 5 are used on both sides of the CP-
DLCDU. Flight crew can select from any of the corre-
sponding locations from one of the following buttons: 1L;

2L; 3L; 4L; 5L; 1R; 2R; 3R; 4R; and 5R. each of the but-
tons refer to a location in reference to the runway.
[0286] FIG. 49a illustrates an example of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] menu. The Menu provides common op-
tions to set common preferences.
[0287] FIG. 49b illustrates a partial example of the on-
board DAM [161] main menu options. The Menu provides
common options to set common preferences, as well as
reporting as discussed in Figs. 45 through 48.
[0288] FIG. 50 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with a
Pilot runway exit request. 5002 receives the requested
exit from the CPDLCDU [140] as shown in FIG. 43. 5003
retrieves the preferred routes for each of the airline from
the Preferred Taxiway Routes Database [1005]. 5004
processes the best 3 routes from the airline routes, 5005
assigns the best route of the 3 to the aircraft. 5006 sends
the Pilot a routing selection Control Message through
process 3001 [FIG. 3] and the Pilot can accept the route
or select another route [FIG. 44]. If a Pilot selects a dif-
ferent route 5007 through the CPDLCDU [140] as shown
in FIG. 44, selected route is assigned 5008.
[0289] FIG. 51 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
calculating breaking speeds and runway exits while an
aircraft is landing or aborting a takeoff. 5102 gets the last
5 positions reported and stored in the Aircraft Locations
Database [1010]. 5103 calculates the rate of change be-
tween the last 5 locations based on the timestamp of
each location data. 5104 calculates the stopping location
where the aircraft can safely exit the runway. 5105 ex-
tracts the next few exits beyond the stop location and
5106 assigns the first exit to the aircraft. 5107 sends the
Pilot an exit selection Control Message through process
3001 [FIG. 3] and the Pilot can accept the route or select
a different exit from one of the other exits extracted in
5105. If a Pilot selects a different route through the CP-
DLCDU [140] as shown in FIG. 44 in 5108, 5109 will
assign the exit selected by the Pilot.
[0290] FIG. 43b illustrates an example screen of the
onboard DAM[161] with easier interface for the user for
providing additional functionality as described in Fig. 43a.
[0291] FIG. 44 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows flight crew to
select a routing from a list of routes generated by FIG.
24. The left side contains up to 5 routes. Each route in-
cludes the estimated time for the complete route as well
as the congestion level (low, med, high), route path with
taxiways, junctions and runway crossings. The flight crew
can select any of the buttons from the left that have cor-
responding 30 routes. In this example, 1L,2L and 3L can
be pressed as they have corresponding routes. Buttons
4L and 5L do not have corresponding routes and are not
usable.
[0292] FIG. 45 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report a runway breaking action, handled by FIG. 59.
The left side allows flight crew to press one of buttons
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that correspond to one of the following breaking 35 action
types: "1L" very good; "2L" good; "3L" average or fair;
"4L" bad; "5L" very bad or NIL.
[0293] FIG. 46 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report runway conditions, handled by FIG. 60. The left
side allows flight crew to press one of buttons that cor-
respond to one of the following runway conditions: 40
"1L" dry; "2L"wet or water; "3L" icy; "4L" snow cover;
"5L"flooded. Some regions have additional runway con-
dition types that can be added on the display, such as
oily, slush, sand and mud.
[0294] FIG. 47 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report bird activity handled by FIG. 61. All buttons num-
bered 1 45 through 5 are used on both sides of the CP-
DLCDU are used. Flight crew can select from any of the
corresponding locations from one of the following but-
tons: 1L; 2L; 3L; 4L; 5L; 1R; 2R; 3R; 4R; and 5R. each
of the buttons refer to a location in reference to the run-
way.
[0295] FIG. 48 illustrates an example output of the on-
board CPDLCDU [140] device that allows the flight crew
to report debris on runway handled by FIG. 62. All buttons
numbered 1 through 5 are used on both sides of the CP-
DLCDU are used. Flight crew can select from any 5 of
the corresponding locations from one of the following but-
tons: 1L; 2L; 3L; 4L; 5L; 1R; 2R; 3R; 4R; and 5R. each
of the buttons refer to a location in reference to the run-
way.
[0296] FIG. 49a illustrates an example of the onboard
CPDLCDU [140] menu. The Menu provides common op-
tions to set common preferences.
[0297] FIG. 49b illustrates an example output of the
onboard DAM [161] that allows the flight crew to report
debris on runway, in accordance with an example em-
bodiment.
[0298] FIG. 50 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] 10 involved with
a Pilot runway exit request. 5002 receives the requested
exit from the CPDLCDU [140] as shown in FIG. 43. 5003
retrieves the preferred routes for each of the airline from
the Preferred Taxiway Routes Database [1005]. 5004
processes the best 3 routes from the airline routes, 5005
assigns the best route of the 3 to the aircraft. 5006 sends
the Pilot a routing selection Control Message through
process 3001 [FIG. 3] and the Pilot can 15 accept the
route of select another route [FIG. 44]. If a Pilot selects
a different route 5007 through the CPDLCDU [140] as
shown in FIG. 44, selected route is assigned 5008.
[0299] FIG. 51 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
calculating breaking speeds and runway exits while an
aircraft is landing or aborting a takeoff. 5102 gets the last
5 positions reported and stored in the Aircraft Locations
20 Database [1010]. 5103 calculates the rate of change
between the last 5 locations based on the timestamp of
each location data. 5104 calculates the stopping location

where the aircraft can safely exit the runway. 5105 ex-
tracts the next few exits beyond the stop location and
5106 assigns the first exit to the aircraft. 5107 sends the
Pilot an exit selection Control Message through process
3001 [FIG. 3] and the Pilot can accept the route or select
a different exit from 25 one of the other exits extracted
in 5105. If a Pilot selects a different route through the
CPDLCDU [140] as shown in FIG. 44 in 5108, 5109 will
assign the exit selected by the Pilot.
[0300] FIG. 52 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
calculating aircraft progress on a taxiway. 5202 retrieves
the assigned route for the aircraft from either the Airport
Departures database [1002] or the Airport Arrivals data-
base [1003]. 5203 retrieves the current aircraft position.
5204 retrieves from 2308 the future anticipated positions
for the aircraft until it completes the taxiing as used in
FIG. 23. 5204 retrieves the last minute of data available
for the aircraft future position. 5205 creates a timespan
starting from the time the aircraft started the taxi operation
and the anticipated remaining time in minutes until the
taxi operation will be complete. The formula for the time-
span is: timespan = minutes since start of operation +
minutes till end of operation. 5206 calculates the position
within the timespan in the form of a percentage (minutes
elapsed from start divided by the total minutes for the taxi
operation). For example, an aircraft exited a runway 5
minutes ago, and still has 15 minutes until it reaches the
Gate. The timespan is 20 minutes of total time in taxi
operation (5+15). Since 5 minutes have passed since the
operation started, the result of the process is 25% (5/20).
5207 Uses all previous data from 5204 through 5206 to
derive a picture with the locations of all aircrafts or airside
object operations.
[0301] FIG. 53 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with a
Request Release operation from Departure ATC. 5302
receives the ATC responsible for giving the release. 5303
receives the aircraft position, and 5304 checks if the air-
craft is anticipated to start the takeoff roll within two min-
utes. As long as the aircraft has more than two minutes
until the takeoff roll, the condition is rechecked every few
seconds 5305. Once the aircraft is anticipated to start
the takeoff operation within the next two minutes, AMS
[320] sends ICM [330] a release request message 5306,
to display to the ATC for acceptance 5307 and sound a
tone associated with a releaser request 1708. Once the
ATC accepts the aircraft release request from the ICM
[330] in 5309 over the ICM [330], the ICM [330] sends
AMS [320] a message of release acceptance 5311, and
sounds a tone to the ATC over the ICM [330] associated
with a handoff acceptance 5313. Until ATC accepts the
release in 5309, 5310 waits and redisplays the release
request 5307 and sounds the release request tone in
5308 every few seconds.
[0302] FIG. 54 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
determining if an aircraft cleared a junction. The method
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uses position reports from the APRS [353] located at the
corners of the junction. 5402 retrieves the aircraft current
location from the Aircraft Locations Database [1010].
5403 retrieves all the APRS [353] at the junction in the
area of the aircraft. 5404 retrieves from the Aircraft Lo-
cations Database [1010] any last reported positions from
any of the APRS [353] in 5403. 5405 sorts all retrieved
reported aircraft positions reported by the junction APRS
[353] from 5403 in descending order, the result of the
sort ensures the latest reports are first and the older re-
ports are last. 5406 extract the first two APRS [353] that
are different within the sorted list of positions as sorted
by 5405. 5407 compares the two APRS [353] from 5406
and checks if they are within the same junction. If the
output from 5407 is true the junctions APRS [353] and
the aircraft cleared the Junction 5408 and the process is
terminated. As long as the output from 5407 is false, the
aircraft did not clear the junction yet 5410 and the method
will wait a few seconds 5411 and re-execute from 5402
until 5407 is true.
[0303] FIG. 55 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
calculating junction congestions and hotspots levels.
Method compares expected congestions from FIG. 23
with normal congestion levels. 5502 retrieves the latest
data from 2313 [FIG. 23] with anticipated congestion lev-
els and hotspots for all junctions. 5503 retrieves the nor-
mal congestion levels for each of the junctions from the
Airport layout database [1001]. 5504 compares each of
the current and anticipated junction congestion levels
from 5502 with the normal congestion levels from 5503.
5505 discards all current and future congestions that are
lower than the normal congestions by at least twenty per-
cent, ensuring any congestions close to the normal con-
gestion levels by twenty percent or higher are handled
by the system. 5506 sorts the current and future conges-
tion levels. 5507 stores the results for future reference in
5508.
[0304] FIG. 56 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in LGRC
[355] image processing for confirming locked gear of a
landing aircraft. The method receives and compares im-
ages from the LGRC [355] to confirm the front landing
gear is locked. The LGRC is positioned at an angle to
capture as many images as possible for the verification.
5602 retrieves aircraft position from the Aircraft Locations
Database [1010] and 5603 checks if the location is close
to the area of the LGRC [355]. As long as the aircraft is
not positioned within the lense of the LGRC [355] 5603,
the method waits 100 milliseconds 5604 and retrieves
again the aircraft position in 5602. Once the aircraft is
known to be within the LGRC [355] lense in 5603, 5605
imports the next available image from the LGRC [355]
and 5606 processes the image to focus on the front nose
of the aircraft including the landing gear. 5607 rotates
the image of the image to compensate for the angle of
the lense in relation to the bottom of the aircraft. 5608
resizes the image to a unified width and height as all

other images for comparison. 5610 compares the incom-
ing image with the last image within the images stored
in 5609. If the comparison in 5610 output is true the image
is the same as the previously stored image in 5608 and
process 5612 is executed until the aircraft has passed
the LGRC lense. If the comparison in 5610 output is false
the image is not the same as the previously stored image
in 5608 and 5611 stores the image in 5608 for future
comparison.5611 stores the data for future comparisons.
5612 calculates if the aircraft has passed the range of
the lense. Once the aircraft has passed the lense in 5612,
5613 compares all the images stored within 5609. after
the correction in 5607, When gear is locked, 5609 should
only have a single image or all images are within accept-
able deviation for an error factor, if the gear is not locked,
the difference in deviation between the images is high.
5613 calculates the total deviation of error factors be-
tween all the images and 5614decides if the gear is
locked based on the error factor output from 5613. As
long 5614 output is true, the gear is locked and the meth-
od is complete. 5615 sends a Control Message using
process 3001 [FIG. 3] to alert the pilot, and 5616 dis-
patches emergency personnel using process 3201 [FIG.
32]. In addition, the ICM [330] notifies ATC with a landing
gear warning and 5618 sounds the notification tone as-
sociated with the landing gear warning.
[0305] FIG. 57 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved in issu-
ing a "hold short" ATC command to an aircraft. A "hold
short" directive is given near junctions while an aircraft
is taxiing. 5702 retrieves the current location of the aircraft
from the Aircraft Locations Database [1010]. 5403 re-
trieves the closest junctions APRS [353] within the rout-
ing path of the aircraft from the Airport Layout database
[1001]. If there are no close junction APRS[353] in 5704,
the aircraft is not close to a junction and 5705 waits for
a few seconds and retries 5702. Once the aircraft is near
at least one junction APRS [353] in 5704, 5706 retrieves
all other aircrafts close to the junction from the Aircraft
Locations Database [1010]. If the junction involves a run-
way 5707, the aircraft must hold short of the runway junc-
tion at all times and 5708 sends a "Hold Short" Control
Message through process 3001 [FIG. 3] for the flight crew
through the CPDLCDU [140] and 5709 generates "Hold
Short" over the radio frequency for the flight crew. If the
junction does not cross a runway 5707, 5710 further
checks for other possible aircraft near the junction. If the
output of 5710 is false, the aircraft can cross the runway,
5714 sends a "Hold Short" Control Message through
process 3001 [FIG. 3] for the flight crew through the CP-
DLCDU [140] and 5715 generates "Hold Short" over the
radio frequency for the flight crew. If other aircrafts are
near the junction in 5710, 5711 further checks if the air-
craft has a priority, if it does not have priority the aircraft
must hold short of the junction at all times and 5708 sends
a "Hold Short" Control Message through process 3001
[FIG. 3] for the flight crew through the CPDLCDU [140]
and 5709 generates "Hold Short" over the radio frequen-
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cy for the flight crew. If the aircraft does have priority over
other aircrafts for crossing the junction in 5711, the air-
craft can cross the runway and 5712 sends a "cross run-
way" Control Message through process 3001 [FIG. 3]
with the additional information that traffic will make way,
and 5713 generates "cross runway" over the radio fre-
quency with the additional information that traffic will
make way. 5714 sends a "cross taxiway" Control Mes-
sage through process 3001 [FIG. 3] with the additional
information that traffic will make way, and 5715 generates
"cross taxiway" over the radio frequency with the addi-
tional information that traffic will make way. The method
is always executing for every aircraft as long as the air-
craft has not completed its taxiing [FIG. 52].
[0306] FIG. 58 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
runway capacity balancing and takeoff to landing ratios.
Aside from calculating the takeoff to landing ratios for
each runway, the method reroutes future takeoffs to other
runways or opens an additional runway if the runway is
expected to be over capacity. 5802 retrieves all the avail-
able runways from the Airport Layout Database [1001],
5803 filters only for the active runways. 5804 retrieves
all departures that have not started taxiing yet from the
Airport Departures Database [1002] for each runway, and
1003 retrieves all the expected landings from the Airport
Arrivals Database [1003] for each runway. 5805 retrieves
data for next 30 minutes of arrival data. Once the data is
available, 5806 sorts all landings and takeoff data for
each runway. 5807 calculates the number of takeoff and
landing operations expected for each runway. 5808 cal-
culates the takeoff to landing ratio for each runway. 5809
calculates the overall time for all expected operations
versus the capacity of the runway, the output is a per-
centage of the expected operations in relation to the ca-
pacity (total operations time divided by capacity).5810
checks for overcapacity from the output of 5809. If there
is no overcapacity expected for a runway, 5811 checks
if there are more runways to calculate. If there are, 5807
is executed again, if 5811 output is false, there are no
more runways to check and the method is complete. If
the capacity was exceeded in 5810, 5813 checks for
available runways that are not at capacity and can handle
more takeoffs. If they are 5814, 5815 diverts future take-
offs to that runway, as long as the diverted takeoffs have
not left the gate yet for taxiing to the original runway. After
5815 reassigns future takeoffs, 5811 checks if there are
more runways to calculate. If there are, 5807 is executed
again, if 5811 output is false, there are no more runways
to check and the method is complete. If there were no
available runways to handle the overcapacity in 5815,
5816 checks if there are any available runways that can
be opened. If there are, 5817 will open a new runway
and use process 5815 to divert takeoffs as stated above
in 5815. If there are no runways that can be opened, 5815
diverts future takeoffs as stated above, and ensures there
is a balance in runway capacity at any given time when
at least one runway is at overcapacity.

[0307] FIG. 59 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
Pilot report of breaking action. The method processes
the data sent by a Pilot via the CPDLCDU [140] and stores
it into the database for future use in runway operations.
5902 retrieves the aircraft type and runway used, 5903
decodes the button pressed on the CPDLCDU [140] for
the associated data. 5904 stores in the Runway Condi-
tions Database [1011] the following data: runway; time
of report; aircraft type; reported breaking condition. The
data is used for issuing breaking condition notification to
other pilots during landing operations on the CPDLCDU
[140], an example is the "GOOD BRKNG BY 757 [3MIN]"
in FIG. 39 telling the Pilot the last reported breaking action
on the runway was good and was reported 3 minutes ago
by a Boeing 757.
[0308] FIG. 60 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method AMS [320] involved with Pilot report
of runway conditions. The method processes the data
sent by a Pilot via the CPDLCDU [140] and stores it into
the database for future use in runway operations. 6002
retrieves the aircraft type and runway used, 6003 de-
codes the button pressed on the CPDLCDU [140] for the
associated data. 6004 stores in the Runway Conditions
Database [1011] the following data: runway; time of re-
port; aircraft type; reported runway condition. The data
is used for runway condition notification to other pilots
during landing operations on the CPDLCDU [140], an
example is the "WET RWY" in FIG. 39 telling the Pilot
the runway condition is wet.
[0309] FIG. 61 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
Pilot report of birds. The method processes the data sent
by a Pilot via the CPDLCDU [140] and stores it into the
database for future use in runway operations. 6102 re-
trieves the aircraft type and runway used, 6103 decodes
the button pressed on the CPDLCDU [140] for the asso-
ciated data. 6104 stores in the Runway Conditions Da-
tabase [1011] the following data: runway; time of report;
aircraft type; reported location of b.irds. The data is used
for issuing bird alerts to other pilots during takeoff and
landing operations on the CPDLCDU [140].
[0310] FIG. 62 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
Pilot report of debris on a runway. The method processes
the data sent by a Pilot via the CPDLCDU [140] and stores
it into the database for future. 6202 retrieves the aircraft
type and runway used, 6203 decodes the button pressed
on the CPDLCDU [140] for the associated data. 6204
stores in the Runway Conditions Database [1011] the
following data: runway; time of report; aircraft type; re-
ported location of debris.
[0311] FIG. 63 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
taking over an aircraft and activating the autopilot. The
method is executed automatically and is managed by
ATC through the ICM [330]. 6302 retrieves the aircraft
data from the Aircraft Location Database [1010] includ-
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ing: squawk code, location; altitude; speed; heading; and
route if available. 6303 checks if the aircraft is squawking
a distress code. If the squawk code is normal and the
aircraft is not deviating from the route, the method is ter-
minated. If the aircraft is deviating from its planned course
or is squawking for distress. 6304 checks if the aircraft
is deviating from its original route. 6305 checks if the
automated takeover is allowed, the setting for automated
takeover is managed by ATC through the ICM [330]. If
the automated takeover is not allowed, 6308 a warning
is displayed to the ATC through the ICM [330] in 6308
and a tone associated to a takeover failure will sound
through the ICM [330] in 6309 to alert the ATC of failure
in the aircraft takeover attempt. If the automated takeover
is allowed in 6305, to avoid unauthorized use of the take-
over a secondary facility authorizes the takeover process
6306, 6307 sends a "autopilot on" Control Message
through process 3001 [FIG. 3] directly to the FANS
[120]/FMS [130] to turn on the autopilot [150] and lock it
in case of human tampering onboard the aircraft. 6312
receives a response code from the aircraft avionics, if
the response is a false, the ATC will be notified as above
of the failure in the takeover attempt. If the response in
6312 is true, the autopilot [150] is turned on, and can only
be managed from the ground until the autopilot [150] is
turned off. While the autopilot [150] is on, 6313 waits for
execution of commands until new command is sent to
the autopilot [150] to execute. 6314 processes the re-
quired changes in the flight path including: altitude; head-
ing; speed; vector; route; or flight plan. If there are chang-
es to be sent to the aircraft 6315, 6316 sends a "flight
plan" Control Message using process 3001 [FIG. 3] telling
the aircraft what to execute. The process of 6312 through
6315 continues until the aircraft landed or the autopilot
[150] is turned off or until a continuous error occurs in
sending the Control Messages in 6316.
[0312] FIG. 64 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
grounding all airborne aircrafts. The method is used in
the event of terrorist attack similar to 9/11 where all air-
borne aircraft must be grounded as soon as possible.
The system efficiently tries to takes over all aircraft close
the airport and land them [FIG. 63]. Each airport grounds
the aircrafts within its area. 6402 retrieves all airborne
aircraft that can land at the airport. 6403 tries to turn on
the autopilot [150] of each aircraft and send a flight plan
to land at the airport using Process 6301 [FIG. 63]. 6404
receives all the error codes from the takeover attempt in
6403 and adds them to a list. 6405 displays the list of the
aircraft that need to be contacted manually by ATC for
landing them at the airport. 6405 sounds the takeover
fail tone to notify the ATC of the list created in 6404. This
method is intended to considerably lower the workload
of ATC as nearly all commercial aircraft near major air-
ports are automatically grounded by the system.
[0313] FIG. 65 lists all common terms and their asso-
ciated codes used throughout this document.
[0314] FIG. 96 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-

esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
filtering and merging data to produce a single dynamic
map as an image, the image is processed and sent for
display aboard DAM[141]. 9602 fetches all traffic in sur-
rounding area or future on-route traffic that me affect air-
side object operations, 9603 fetches all physical data on
available nearby and on-route to destination, taxiways,
junctions, runways, restricted areas, that may be of use
to the airside object in the future to reach final destination
within aerodrome. 9604 fetches list of available data of
all full taxi routes as well as progressive routing that may
be of use, 9605 filters the data depending on area of
operation and operation type. It is important to stress that
the reason for not processing the data aboard the airside
object is due to several factors such reliability since in-
correct or incomplete data due to loss of communication
and is not refreshed in real-time, and therefore, deemed
unsafe and unusable. 9606 filters only for runway data,
and 9607 adds possible exits for takeoff and landing op-
erations. If the operation is not associated to a runway,
9708 computes distances and times to nearby or junc-
tions assigned within a route, all data is filtered to only
consider a set area in respect to airside object position
and operation. 6309 checks id the airside object is within
its operating boundary. 9610, applies all notifications af-
fecting the area being displayed, such as constructions,
birds, FOD and alike. 9611 calculates the anticipated
time of the next command or operation to be given to the
pilot, to increase situational awareness and capacity on
each runway, junction and taxiway. In addition, the timer
calculates optimal taxi speed to reduce variance in en-
gine power consumption, and to time the speed in order
to minimize the slowdown at junctions, possibly to the
point of being able to continue a junction crossing without
stopping or even slowing the airside object. 9612 applies
all filtered collected data into an image overlay on an
airport satellite image or airport diagram as preferred by
the pilot. 9613 adds possible menus associated to current
operation or as requested by the pilot, 9614 stores all
possible points that may be clicked on the screen for
referencing future interaction sent back to the system for
processing. 9615 ultimately creates a final compressed
and encrypted image to be decrypted by DAM [161],
9616, uses the AGC [610] as shown in Fig. 4 , to send
the data as a control message to the CCS[160] onboard
the airside object. It is important to note that portions of
this method are used by the methods associated to mar-
shalling airside object breaks, steering and engine power
as shown in Fig. 97 and Fig. 98, as well as other methods
that require timing information for junctions and taxiway
operations.
[0315] FIG. 97 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
marshalling breaks of an airside object if it is moving in
the wrong direction or is not stopping at the proper loca-
tion. 9702 gathers airside object position, speed and
heading, while accounting for previous historical posi-
tioning and speed data, as well as instruction to be exe-
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cuted, 9703 decides if the airside object needs to be
stopped. 9704 notify the pilot via a DAM [140] warning
that the airside object breaks are being marshalled. 9805
sends DAM [140] a control message from the AMS [320]
to pass to the breaking system aboard the airside object
as a control message, to apply breaks until a full stop is
achieved. 9706 also notifies the commanding ATC of the
marshalling, and is alerted in the ICM[330] of the location
and airside object, to enable the commanding ATC to
further examine the nearby traffic and make additional
overrides if needed.
[0316] FIG. 98 illustrates a flow diagram of the proc-
esses in a method within the AMS [320] involved with
marshalling steering and engine power aboard an aircraft
if it is moving in the wrong direction or needs to me moved,
in cases such as not fully clearing a junction, or not ex-
pediting a command. The same process and command
control as Fig. 97 are used, but the control message is
sent to the onboard steering system and/or the engine
power system. 9808 constantly checks if the required
position goal is achieved, and repeats the process until
the desired position and/or engine power is produced.
The control is given back to the pilot after the marshalling
was completed or, if better performance was produced
by the pilot.
[0317] FIG. 99 illustrates a possible embodiment for
displaying the Dynamic Map, where a pilot can select a
map diagram instead of a satellite image.
[0318] FIG. 100 illustrates an example of the numerous
supported interface protocols, data models, scripting and
framework standards.
[0319] FIG. 101 illustrates an example of the process
used to capture pilot interaction with DAM[161], and send
the interaction as a control message to AMS [320] for
processing. 10102 captures the position of the user in-
teraction, and the number of clicks in the area of the initial
click. 10103 converts the touch location and number of
interactions as text. 10104 stores the message text.
10105 converts the text to a control message format, is
encrypted by 10106 and sent by 10107 to the AMS[320]
for decryption and further processing.
[0320] Fig. 102 illustrates an example of the process
used to capture a pilot voice command or request and
send it to the AMS[320] for processing, including the con-
version of the input voice as text, and sending it as a
control message as discussed in Fig. 101.
[0321] Fig. 103 illustrates an example of the process
used to capture data from avionics, and cockpit conver-
sations, to be stored on the ground, in case there is a
need to replay the information in relation to other nearby
sensors and aircrafts. Any data captured from avionics,
or sound within the cockpit is sent as a control message
to the AMS[320] and stored on the server[300] as re-
quired by governing bodies.
[0322] Fig. 104 illustrates an example of a pilot selec-
tion menu. The number of options and the option types
change depending on the operation type. In addition,
there may be some information displayed to the aircrew

depending on the operation type. For example, the op-
tions available to an aircraft coming into a landing in-
cludes cancellation of previously selected exit after the
landing, confirming an assigned/suggested exit, request
a new route from the runway to the gate, notify of a
"MISSED APPROACH" (M/A) or "GO AROUND" (G/A)
in case the Pilot decides not to try and approach for a
landing again, or declaring an emergency "EMER". An
additional example including the display of information
to the aircrew as shown in Fig. 36b, the options include
common events such as aborting the takeoff roll
"ABORT", initiation of the takeoff roll "ROLLING" or if the
aircrew is unable to commit to initiate the takeoff roll "UN-
ABLE". The information displayed includes current wind
conditions, wake/turbulence advisory/warnings, fre-
quency for Departures ATC, heading and any GPS guid-
ed departure routes.
[0323] Fig.105 illustrates an example of flow for auto-
mated departure control. The flow assigns departure time
slots for each departing aircraft from multiple runways at
multiple airports within a designated area based on an
assigned template as selected by Departures ATC.
10502 receives all flights and associated data from all
known flights at all airports handled by the Departure
ATC position. 10503 calculates the performance of each
aircraft based on manufacturer information, Mean Take-
off weight (MTOW) to be used for climb rate and turn rate
calculations. 10505 Checks all available routes and tra-
jectories allowed, the information is provided by the as-
signed Departure ATC template to be used. 10506
checks for all available slots at each airport, as well as
all possible trajectory and route permutations. The block
optimizes for best possible departure trajectory or route
for each aircraft based on its performance and updated
departure time slot. 10507 calculates for each departure
am anti-collision initial climb rate, altitude, turn rate and
heading, heading and routing with a climb rate and turn
rate supported by the aircraft type, and ensures each
aircraft has protected airspace ensuring vertical separa-
tion, horizontal separation and wake separation while
taking into account current winds and atmospheric con-
ditions. 10508 generates the departure slot information,
including initial climb rate, altitude, turn rate and heading.
Further departure route or additional climb rate, altitude,
turn rate and heading. 10509 sends the information to
the all relevant CWP (controller Working Positions) in-
cluding Departure ATC, Tower ATC and Shift Managers,
ATC Recording systems. In Addition 10509 sends the
information for every flight to its DAMS for displaying the
information to the Pilot.
[0324] Fig. 106 illustrates an example of CWP (Con-
troller Working Position) display. The CWP Display in-
cludes a dynamic chart or aerial photo or satellite map
displaying all of the airport areas, runways, taxiways,
junctions (green/lime squares), emergency exits (shown
in red/yellow squares), aircrafts taking off (yellow air-
craft), airborne aircrafts after takeoff roll (lime aircraft),
taxiing and aircrafts holding short prior to takeoff roll (aq-
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ua aircraft). In addition, there is a Runway Control Panel
for each active runway , as shown in this example for
Runway 35L. Each Runway Control Panel includes the
following information: seconds till the next operation can
safely take place, accounting for wake separation while
taking into account any crosswind conditions lowering
the wake separation requirements (shown 21 seconds
under the Runway designation). In addition each Runway
Control Panel displays is continuously updated display-
ing all possible exit names and the exit distance from
current aircraft position (shown 554 EL-X). In addition,
each Runway Control Panel allows a Controller to relay
common clearances and ATC commands for "cleared to
land", "cleared for takeoff", "lineup and wait", Missed
Approach" (M/A), "Go-Around" (G/A) and the like. A
Controller may also change the runway status to be in
maintenance (MAINT), closed (CLOSE), operate the run-
way manually without automation intervention (MAN), or,
declare an emergency closing the runway and forcing
automated rerouting of other aircrafts.

Claims

1. A method, the method comprises:

receiving an at least one parameter associated
with an at least one aircraft or with an at least
one airside object or with an airfield or with an
at least one airport;
calculating one or more routes associated with
said aircraft or said airside object or said airport
or said airfield, said calculating being in accord-
ance with said at least one parameter and in
accordance with an at least one routing criteria;
wherein said at least one routing criteria com-
prises one member of a group consisting of: en-
vironment of said airport or said airfield, perform-
ance of said airside objector said airport, pref-
erence of an operator of said aircraft or said air-
side object, air regulation, airport or airfield re-
lated restrictions, time to pushback, fuel saving,
optimize use of runway or taxiway or junction in
said airport or said airfield, and safety of said
aircraft or said airside object; and
transmitting said one or more routes to said at
least one airside object or to an at least one other
airside object or to said at least one aircraft, to
an at least one other aircraft or to an at least one
CWP (Controller Working Position), said trans-
ferring is for presenting said one or more routes
on a dynamic map (DAM) or on said an at least
one CWP.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one
parameter comprises one member of a group con-
sisting of type of said aircraft or said airside object,
route of other aircraft or other airside object, junction

congestion, traffic in said airport, hotspot, overca-
pacity at a runway, overcapacity at a taxiway, avail-
able runway, closed area, closed taxiway, closed
junction, available taxiway, available junction, ex-
pected taxi time, runway sequencing, gate usage,
gate scheduling, maintenance work, congestions at
other airports, time from an at least one runway to
an at least one gate and parameter associated with
environment of said airport or said airfield.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one
routes comprise an at least one parameter; wherein
said at least one parameter comprises estimate time
for completing said route or congestion level of said
route.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying
said one or more routes and said at least one pa-
rameter associated with each of said one or more
routes, receiving selected route from said one or
more routes and displaying said selected route; said
displaying being on a DAM (Dynamic map) aboard
said aircraft or said aboard airside object or on a
CWP (Controller Working Position).

5. A method, the method comprises:

by a server;
receiving from an at least one sensor covering
an airport or an airfield or from a database as-
sociated with said server, data associated with
an at least one operation of an aircraft or an air-
side object; and
as result of said receiving, transmitting said data
or other data calculated from said data to said
aircraft or to said airside object or to an at least
one other aircraft or to an at least one other air-
side object;
wherein said transmitting is for presenting said
data or said other data for presenting a selection
menu associated with said data or with said oth-
er data and with said operation; or
wherein said transmitting is for alerting an alert
associated with said data or with said other data.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said receiving and
said transmitting and said presenting or said alerting
is within operation of said aircraft or said airside ob-
ject while said aircraft or said airside object is in said
airfield or in said airport.

7. The method of claim 5, further comprising translating
said data to a language selected by an operator of
said aircraft or said airside object or said other aircraft
or said other airside object.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein said data or said
other data comprises one member of a group con-
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sisting of: FOD (Foreign object debris), winds during
said operation, braking action per aircraft type, area
and vector of bird movement, closed taxiway, closed
junction, closed runway, final resting area of said at
least one aircraft, available safe runway exit, calcu-
lated TD point of said at least one aircraft, calculated
braking deceleration of said at least one aircraft,
crossing of an at least one other aircraft or airside
object affecting said aircraft or airside object, takeoff
of other aircraft, an indication of violating a route of
said at least one aircraft, or said an at least one air-
side object, landing of other aircraft, calculated head-
ing of said at least one aircraft or said at least one
airside object, calculated speed of said at least one
aircraft or said at least one airside object, clearing
of a junction, clearing of a position, expedite instruc-
tions, read-back confirmation, hear-back confirma-
tion, clearance delivery request, clearance delivery
change, clearance delivery approval, calculated de-
scent rate of said at least one aircraft, prevailing
winds, runway braking action in accordance with the
type and weight of said at least one aircraft, deviation
from heading or route of said at least one aircraft or
said at least one airside object, required heading cor-
rection, proper descent rate for a pilot to safely land
said aircraft within designated area, ATC (air traffic
control) frequency, calculated wake information, bar-
ometric pressure, departure clearance route, initial
climb of said at least one aircraft, assigned gate
number of said at least one aircraft or said at least
one airside object, time countdown for operation of
said at least one aircraft or said at least one airside
object, go-around or missed approach, statistic as-
sociated with operation of said aircraft or said at least
one airside object, calculated decision height, follow
another said aircraft or said airside object, give way
to another aircraft or another airside object, maintain
separation, distance to next junction, a turn in a route
of said aircraft or said at least one airside object,
restricted taxiway, restricted runway, restricted junc-
tion, restricted gate, restricted stand, environment,
restricted terminal, distance to emergency exists
during take-off roll, holding pattern, holding posi-
tions, holding short, temperature barometric pres-
sure at different altitudes, gusts, vertical wind-
shears, horizontal wind-shears, turbulence of said
other aircrafts, wake of said other aircrafts, wake
warning, turbulence warning, emergency informa-
tion, time slotting assignment and current or future
position or operation or calculated future positions
of said aircraft or said airside object or said other
aircraft or said other airside object or said at least
one airport or said at least one airfield.

9. A method, the method comprises:
during an operation of an aircraft or an airside object
within an airport or an airfield and by a server:

receiving data associated with said operation;
and
as a result of said receiving said data, presenting
said data or alerting an alert associated with said
data or presenting a pilot selection menu asso-
ciated with said data or with said operation; said
presenting is on said DAM (Dynamic map) lo-
cated in said aircraft or said airside object.

10. A method, the method comprises:
by an at least one server:

receiving from an at least one sensor covering
an airport or an airfield or an aircraft or an airside
object, or from a database associated with said
airport or said airfield or said aircraft or said air-
side object, data associated with operation of
said airport or an airfield or said aircraft or said
airside object.
processing said data to, thereby, generating one
member of a group consisting of a control mes-
sage for controlling said aircraft or said airside
object, an alert for alerting said aircraft or said
airside object or for alerting a CWP (Controller
Working Position) and a signal for signaling said
aircraft or said airside object or said CWP; and
transmitting said control message to said aircraft
or said airside object; said transmitting is for op-
erating said aircraft or said airside object in ac-
cordance with said control message; or
transmitting said alert to said aircraft or said air-
side object or said CWP to thereby presenting
said alert in said aircraft or said airside object or
said CWP; or
transmitting said signal to said aircraft or said
airside object or to said CWP.

11. A method, the method comprises:

receiving a control message or an alert or a sig-
nal from a server; said control message or said
alert or said signal being generated by said serv-
er in response to receiving from an at least one
sensor covering an airport or an airfield or an
aircraft or an airside object, or in response to
receiving from a database associated with said
airport or said airfield or said aircraft or said air-
side object data associated with an operation of
said aircraft or said airside object; and
executing one more other operations in accord-
ance with said control message; or presenting
said alert in said aircraft or said airside object or
a CWP (Controller Working Position).

12. The method of claim 11 wherein said control mes-
sage comprises one member of a group consisting
of: a control message for aircraft to execute or a con-
trol message for a vehicle to execute or a control
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message for an automated or autonomous airside
crew to execute;

wherein said control message for aircraft com-
prises one member of a group consisting of DH
(decision height), applying breaks, stopping, ap-
plying engine power, controlling turning, control-
ling taxi speed, altitude, height, heading, de-
scent, climb, descent rate, climb rate, turn rate,
vector, new route, update flight plan, turn auto-
pilot on, turn autopilot off, lock autopilot, unlock
autopilot, approaching, departing, landing, tak-
ing off, taxiing, hold short, speedup, maximum
speed, minimum speed, follow, give way and
maintain way, maintain separation and perform-
ing an at least one task capable by said aircraft
assigned by said control message;
wherein said control message for vehicle com-
prises one member of a group consisting of ap-
plying breaks, stopping, applying engine power,
controlling turning, controlling speed, new route,
updated route, hold short, speedup, maximum
speed, minimum speed, follow, give way, main-
tain separation and performing an at least one
task capable by said vehicle assigned by said
control message; and
wherein said control message for automated or
autonomous airside crew comprises one mem-
ber of a group consisting of applying breaks,
stopping, applying engine power, controlling
turning, controlling speed, new route, updated
route, hold short, speedup, maximum speed,
minimum speed, follow, give way and maintain
separation and perform an at least one assigned
task.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein said alert compris-
es one member of a group consisting of entering a
restricted area, making a wrong turn, wrong speed,
wrong route, not slowing, not stopping, not clearing
junction, not following, not giving way, not abiding to
assigned route and not stopping in a junction, not
abiding to regulation, not abiding to restriction, not
abiding to assigned taxi instruction, not abiding to
any type of clearance instruction, not abiding to ex-
pedite, not abiding to controller instructions and un-
confirmed from gear lock.

14. A method, the method comprises:

receiving from an at least one wind sensor, data
associated with wind direction associated with
an at least one runway or data associated with
wind strength associated with said at least one
runway;
calculating wake information of an at least one
landing or taking off of an at least one aircraft
on said at least one runway;

calculating an at least one wake dissipation of
said landing or said taking off of operation of
said at least one aircraft; said calculating is tak-
ing into account said wake information or said
wind direction or said wind strength; wherein a
result of said calculation comprise an at least
one member of a group consisting of: timing op-
erations, spacing, separation and count down
timer, wake dissipation image, wake dissipation
data, on an at least one other aircraft or on an
at least one other airside object, said at least
one aircraft or said at least one airside object is
positioned within an area of said runway; said
area of said runway comprises said runway or
an at least one taxiway attached to said runway
or an at an least one end of said runway or an
at least one other runway or on an at least one
taxiway attached to an at least one other runway
or an least one end of and at least one other
runway; said at least one other runway is parallel
to said runway or located within 20NM of said
runway; and
transmitting said result to said least one other
aircraft or to said at least one other airside object
or to CWP (Controller Working Position).

15. A method, the method comprises:

receiving from a first airside object present in an
airport, an at least one parameter associated
with said first airside object; wherein said an at
least one parameter comprises one member of
a group consisting of: location of said first airside
object in said airport, a ground route of said first
airside object and rate of acceleration or rate of
deceleration of said first airside object or starting
point of said ground route or ending point of said
ground route;
receiving from a second airside object present
in said airport, a parameter associated with said
second airside object; wherein said parameter
comprises one member of a group consisting of:
location of said second airside object, route of
said second airside object and rate of acceler-
ation or deceleration of said second airside ob-
ject;
calculating a first next position or a first opti-
mized speed for said first airside object or cal-
culating a second next position for said second
airside object or a first optimized speed for said
second airside object; said calculating being in
accordance with said parameter associated with
said first airside object and in accordance with
said parameter associated with said second air-
side object; or
if said first airside object is an aircraft, calculating
a first time to pushback for said first airside ob-
jects; said calculating being in accordance with
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said parameter associated with said first airside
object and in accordance with said parameter
associated with said second airside object; or
if said second airside object is an aircraft, cal-
culating a second time to pushback for said sec-
ond airside objects; said calculating being in ac-
cordance with said parameter associated with
said first airside object and with said parameter
associated with said second airside object; and
transmitting said first next speed to said first air-
side object; or transmitting said second next
speed to said second airside object or transmit-
ting said first time to pushback to said first airside
object or transmitting said second time to push-
back to said second airside object; said trans-
mitting is for optimizing flow of airport traffic or
for aircraft fuel saving or for minimizing times
between gate and runway.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprises transmit-
ting an alert to next aircraft to land or to take off.

17. A method, the method comprises:
by an at least one server:

receiving a first event of changing a status of an
area of an airport; wherein said status comprises
one member of a group consisting of a restricted
area or closed area and an opened area or main-
tenance area or inactive area or active area; or
receiving a second event of an at least one
change of runways in use in said airport; or
receiving a third event of sensing a change in
environment in said airport; and
in response to said receiving said first event or
said second event or said third event recalculat-
ing an at least one route of an at least one aircraft
or of an at least one airside object; said route is
associated with said airport; or
in response to said receiving said first event or
said second event or said third event determin-
ing an at least one aircraft affecting from said
first event or from said second event or from said
third event and transmitting a missed-approach
message or transmitting a go-around message
to said at least one aircraft.

18. A method, the method comprises:

displaying on an at least one CWP (Controller
Working Position) a plurality of routes; receiving
a selection from a controller of an at least one
route from said plurality of routes through said
CWP; and
transmitting said selected route to an at list one
aircraft or to an at least one airside object or to
an at least one other CWP.

19. A system, the system comprises

an at least one LGRC (landing gear reporting
camera) located within 500 feet of a runway; said
LGRC is configured for detecting an aircraft and
for imaging a plurality of images of said detected
aircraft; and
an at least one processor; said processor is con-
figured for receiving said plurality of images, for
comparing an at least one of said plurality of
images of said aircraft with one or more other
images from said plurality of images; for identi-
fying movement of front gear of said aircraft as
a result of said comparing, and for transmitting
alert of potential unlocked gear to said aircraft
or to an at least one airside object or to an at
least one CWP.
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